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THE FIELDS OF ACADEMIC RBSEABCH*
(1) "Original Taliulatioii Sheet" - 
showing Bible. Religious Education, Psy­
chology and Philosophy courses which are 
offered, and the number of hours required, 
in 175 endowed Christian Colleges of Lib­
eral Arts, located throughout all of the 
geographical divisions of the United 
States - will be found in the Appendix.
(2) In addition to a study of these . 175 colleges - which were selected because* 
they are frani:ly Christian and intimately 
related to Christian bodies or denomina­
tions - research was also made into the 
catalog announcements and literature of 
107 other accredited higher institutions 
of learning, particularly State Schools 
and Catholic Colleges. The results of 
this study are not directly recorded here. 
Howe-^rv‘« study dnybiving the various 
types of higher educational institutions 
W8S necessary in order to n^intaln a prop­er perspective in forming conclusions re­
garding college work of Protestant Chris­
tian institutions.
(3) Exhaustive research was made of 
all available literature - in books, re­
ports, bulletins and magazines - bearing 
upon the subject of the Dissertation, in 
order to become thoroughly conversant 
with the modern trend of thou^t in the 
respective fields discussed and with the 
various theories which are prevalent 
among modern scholars.
IThese materials furnish the basis for 
the development of the deductions present­
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1.' T^e Purpose of Thia Dissertation.
Th© puJ^o&e^of''tixie^disseftati^on te flirst, to s©t forth fhe 
aim and puipose'-of * GHHetian Col^leges aa-described^in th4-Ht- -- 
eratur©-‘sent 'out by these seboblrs-- ^In-tbe Second’plane, the-'- 
preseritr.'^^ituation^wiii be'examined, with particular reference ^ 
to the r^ljLgiods atmosphere. The next step will be to discover 
what courses are offered by Christian Colleges of Liberal^Arts * 
in Bible, Religious ’Education^ Psychology, and ^Ellosbphy; the 
courses required; and also the correlation of wdrk in these"* 
departments. Psychology and Bible are included in this dis- 
cussidn because they are drganicaiiy related ■to'^Philosoi^y 'and 
Religious Education^ lE speaking of the relhtion between 
^Philosophy and^Psychology Profeseor'Leightbn says: "Psychology '
is a special science,.... in so far^n^s'dt described the pfbcess
of thinking, without attempting to determine “"what arS'the^f inal'' 
norms or criteria of knowledge; in so far as it describes‘the 
process of volition, without, attempting to determine the valid 
norms or standards of conduotf and in so'‘far as dt deaoribe3‘'the 
process *6f aesthetld feeling,‘•without raising the question as to
the place of beauti^-in reality...... Inasmuch^as'tljb problems
all center In the-^questions as to the place of the self and* 
sociiy in-the unlvdfSe'of reality, it is qulte'evlclent why *- - ■- 
psychology has-always -lived, aiid should continue to live, in 
intimate associatlpn with philosophy. ^It is not for the ‘peimanent 
good of either discipline thdt they should be'■kept asunder^ ^With­
out philosophy'deychoibgy'*8 work becomes a blind tr‘^ficking With*"
(2)
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p.hya^cal insjilnimente and'-phy^iologlcal^msaeusements..* Httbout 
empirical- psycliolpgisal fouixdatioQ%: philosop^jy *bepomesl9,;^. 
dialeolilcal exeroiae.ln spinning ^lAgtcal cobwobsc” ^ Psychology, 
therefore, must be conaideresL^s^part of the data of experience 
entering into the forigula'^lon ^of a* ^^world-view". Facts show.that 
Psychology is usually considered a f)rerequi8ite to many courses in 
Philosophy, and is. often included in the Philosophy department, in 
smallex colleges. *
The aim in the religious education of childhood and youth is 
the development of control, in individual and social experience, 
in terms of a definite religious ideal* Courses in the college 
curriculvun, which may be teohnlcally olassiHved under the head of 
Religious Education, aim tO acquaint the .student with the best . 
methods and materials available for developing.such controli In 
order to be..a successful leader in^rellgious education,:one-.must 
have a Knowledge of the.pupil^s psychological-processes,, .a^d-a 
knowledge which-will form .a basis for the selection jof the ^curricu- 
luii material to be- taught, as well as give special skill in, ^ 
handling this material. Psychology furnishes a knowledge of the 
processes of thinking, willing, and feeling; and the psychological 
principles thus studied are applied-and built upon,* in adyanced ^ 
child* study courses,, to.-serve as a, guide in working-out a speciflo 
program of religious education. Courses which are listed in the 
Bible department-furnish a considerable part of the subj'ect cmatter 
needed in religious education. . . ^
It is found that in many cases .Blble.,and.Religious-Education- 
are included under one head in college catalogues. This is partly 
dup to confusion, in the minds of college authorities and teachers,
^Leighton, J.A., The Field of Philosophy, pp.432-3.
to the exact meahlAg-au4.-Saope^of Religious Education in a 
college curriculujn,'and. partly because of the close - ^elatlohship-^ 
between, the two'. fieldbv^^’Our treatment of the Bub^efili, - ”The -Re^' 
lation of Philosophy and .Religious Education in Christian Colleges 
of Liberal Arts”, demands/ -'because of the organic-relationship 
_8uggeBted above, ■- an .inclusion -of BiblS and Psychology in this 
discussion/
After the present situation in the endowed Christian colleges^ 
has been analysed with reference to this ‘problem, the 'next^-tasH 
will be to suggeet minimum.^ curriculum requirements’through which 
may bo gained the unique type of ^characte^ and 'training for -which 
the Christian college was originally created and is now maintained* 
T^is method of ■'procedure willlbe an *atfempt-~to'’serve two purposes; 
it will be an endeavor to establish Riding principles -for a 
8el0.ctlon and correlation t)f ithe ^courses which'^shodld'^rm the ' - 
heart of the Christian college tcurrdculilm;-^and it- will'be^an^-^ffort, 
through this suggested program, to point out gus-t where ^nd in 
what particulars the -.relationship between Philosophy and Religious 
Education exists* The scope'and mearilng Of Philosophy is well- 
■sestablishfid', but-a complete understanding "of this relationship Ci.e. 
between Philosophy and Hfifligious -Education-) Is possibUe only when - 
the true meaning-and scope of Religious Education in''colleges is 
definitely underateod* -
It is impossible to enter into a^'discussion and-'evaluation" of ^ 
the different philosophical and psychological- theories"; however-^
'it seems necessary to point out tho'se theo3Sie‘8‘-which are most- com­
patible with the Christian religion.
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i. 2, The Method of Procedure.
The first step was to send out requests for college catalogues 
to 493 colleges and universities throughout the United States. Of 
these, 357 responded immediately in some form or other. (In addi­
tion to this a few coll^ge^ sent catalogues two or three months 
after receiving the requests; but' because of this delay it was 
impossible to use them in thisjatudyJ Several schools have been 
discontinued; three have dropped the college department and continue 
only the Academy; some were found to be Junior colleges, technical 
schools, teachers' colleges, professional schools, etc.; and since 
this study has to do only With those colleges offering the bacca­
laureate degree^ only those catalogues were considered useful 
which outlined the standard college course of four years. This 
group of catalogues was divided intoifour classesi namely:
(1) State Schools; (3) Catholic Schools'; (3) endowed colleges which 
are not connected in any way with any religious body, and which aim 
purely and simply to give a Liberal Arts education (not always 
ignoring, however, the religious elements); and (4) the endowed 
Christian Colleges, the business of which is to give a distinct 
type of Liberal Arts education. In this latter class 175 colleges 
appear, and these were carefully studied in various peirticulars, the 
main points of which are set fprth in tSais^.disBentatlon. „ . - •
From the information obtained from a study of the present 
situation in these 175 colleges, we proceeded to a discussion of the 
greater possibilities of the situation, both as to courses to be 
offered and required, and their proper correlation. To come to an 
understanding of the relationship between Philosophy and Religious 




THE PRESENT CHRISTIAN ‘COLLEGE SlTUATiON
*■ . '
5. V, r o
^PTER f ~
r * / - ^ - •
THE PURPOSE AND AIM OF THE pHRISTIAN COLLEGE-, , ^
' » 1 * «• < '-= *fhe alm^' as set forth^lzi the catalogues of the one hundred
and seventy-five Christian colleges, is practically the same: 
it Is to pro^'ide opportionity for thorough, well-rounded, and 
complete development,"with emphasis on the religious as well as 
the cultural side of life. Although a large number of these 
colleges claim to be free from strictly denominational control, 
yet they wish to be considered as frankly and definitely 
Christian. They were founded by men and women who had profound 
faith in God, for training in the essential virtues and prin­
ciples of the Christian religion. In the ‘historical statements 
in the catalogue's o‘i these colleges, it ih indisputably-clear 
that pillars of the Christian church established themselves as 
the pillars of these Christian colleges. -Ministers and Christian
K ^
w ^
laymen were the ones who gave their influence, money, and even 
their lives to originate these schools, and from time to time, as 
demands became pressing, it was this same class of people who 
were instrumental in enlarging the endowment funds.
The most important friends of the Christian college, it is 
clearly seen from the catalogue statements, are interested in an 
element in higher education which the state schools cannot give. 
Parents send their children to Christian colleges, not because 
they feel that these colleges are superior in equipment or teach­
ing ability; in fact, it is reasonable to suppose that state 
schools, with the unlimited resources which they possess, can 
V teach chemistry, for example, better than the smaller schools
(7)
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with limited endowments. The point of preference, to many, lies 
in the fact that the Christian* college claims to aim at a com­
plete and comprehensive system of development. It is argued that 
religious values are as vital a part of an educational system as 
the principles of mathematics and the laws of science, and the 
endowed Christian college is free by the very nature of its 
organization to include all the facts of lifers experiences 
within its system of instruction.. With this type of training, 
it is hoped that the student will be prepared in character, 
capacity, and desire, to assist (either as a vocation or an 
avocation) in carrying on the work of the Christian church, in 
some form or other, in the^community in which he is going to 
reside. Hence, the strongest advertizing point of the Christian 
college is the unique privileges of reii'gioua training and 
development offered.
Now what are the outstanding religious forces which are 
generally emphasized in the literature sent out by these Christian 
institutions? The answer to this question will be discussed in 
the following chapters \inder three main heads:
I. The Religious. Atmosphere, otherwise known 
as Religious Life;
II. The. Curriculoim Courses, and,







V ... CHAPTER II. • ^
'THE RELIGIOUB^ATlfOSPHERE* ■ ^ "
“Religious atmosphere” is a term that has been so often and 
80 Widely used, that it, might be well to stop to briefly consider 
the outstanding agencies ^nd organizations which can be said to 
be instrumental in producing religious atmosphere in any college.
The first organization to be mentioned in producing 
religious atmosphere is, of course, the Christian church.. All 
colleges of our present day are within access to churches of 
various denominations; and college students in both state >nd 
Christian colleges have the privilege of attending church 
services and participating in various church activities. Churches 
are always eager to. enlist the interest and services of the 
;&tudente in any educational Institution. ^
Within the collage, itself, the outstandinjg r.elj,gioua organi­
zations are the Y.M, and Y.W.C.A. .These exist and, fifnotion In 
both the state and Christian college. A few typical statements 
from college catalogues will serve to show the purpose and 
activities of these groups.-
"The Young Men's Christian Association, organized in 1883, 
occupies attractively refurnished .pqoms in the basement of the 
College Chapel. It is a vital, working group wherein are 
centered the social and religious interests of all cpllege men.
It seeks to promote good-fellowship among tljem, and to foster 
ideals of effective Christian living. All the college men are 
earnestly invited to share in its practical, aggressive work 
\Which. extendp, beyond the college', to the city mission, the
(10)
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gener^al state activities, and into'^breign missions, Ne'w“men 
are met by the members'at the bpeiiihg of college, helped to 
find rooms and board, and to become acquain^'ed with college 
life."
”An fffipbrt‘ant 'center’^of vltSl Christian work among the " 
students of'the Collegcis the -Young Wo'men*s Christian Asso- 
elation*’ In addition to regular weekly prayer meetings, 
spfeoi-ar attention is given to mission study classes. Much of^ 
the Christian atmosphere and the ideals of the college are 
more or less directly' due fo the' influence of this organization. 
It ds alwaye well represented at tlie general conventions and 
conferences of students who bring bac^ a generous share of the 
enthusiasm of these ^ea't occasions.” ^ ^
a ^"Working on 'the idea that no religion is worth while unless 
it is'worth prorogating, tlie Y.M.C.'A.'i'ends out each year bands 
of students to conduct’ evangelistic services for'boys of small 
communities. Last year a deputation team went to Olanto and as 
a result of a threb-day meeting; some 25 boys of high school age, 
joined the local churches and a movement of far-reaching resuits 
started in the community. The purpose of such teams is to-train 
student8"to work as laymeri in evangelistic work, and to teach the
young boy'^that college men are thoroughly Christian in' their 
outlook." ® s, i
"The Y.M.C.a. has made itself felt in fhe College life’^ 
through its meetings and'by helping new students on their Arrival 
ip Albany i'n making the ‘necessary adjustments to^a new environ-
1. .Coe .College Catalogue, Melt. 1932,. :p 32.- ^ .
3. Franklin College Catalogue, Mar.‘1932,p 37,
3. University of South Carolina Catalogue, Apr.1933,p 143
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ffieyt; by* providing opportunities, during the'-yeaTv^ox study gf 
world conditions-; by offering a course ^In Bible: study oojiducted 
by a senior member of* the faculty; and by carefully planned 
weekly- devotional meetings
The bbllege chapel, or student assembly, is considered-a 
strong factor In creating.'rel-igious atmosphere^ It is generally 
assumed, 'of course, that in the Christian College this service 
is more often made of devotional value. How much this is true, 
however, depends on the t3^e of men responsible for these 
services in each individual case.
Aside from personal influence of faculty,'these three (the 
church, the. Christian associations, and the chapel) seem to be 
the principal permanent.^ractots' in producing religious atm^- 
phere in both State and Christian colleges. A quotation from 
the Penhsylvania State College catalogue serves to show whet a 
place these- organizations may have in a. St^-ts. schopl.i *
iAll students are required to assemble for prayers each 
week day morning except Saturday and Sunday* Sunday services 
are conducted under the same- regulations, at which sermons and 
addresses on non-sectarian topics are delivered by members of 
the faculty and non-resident speakers upon invitations. Attend­
ance on. these exerblses is required of students, excepts those 
who are regularly'excused to attend, the village churches upon 
the. written request of their parents or guardians. The follow­
ing-, religious denominations maintain organizations^and hold 
regular sexvices^^in the villEtge pr on .the campus? Christian 
Scientist, Friends, Reformed^ Jewish^vliUtheran, Methodist, - Pres- 
bytexlany Protestant Episcopal, Evangelical* and.Roman Catholic..
New York State Teachers' College Cataloguei Feb^l932,p 631
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^Several membera of the faculty also hold voluutayy'-Bible'Qlasses 
under the auspioea qt '-dolljsge Young'-s Christian Asso-; 
elation, which ‘Sustalne an activ,e girganizatiQn^witih several 
permanent secretaries. A Young Women* s Ghrtst,ian Association - 
Is maintained, by the women 8tud.ent.B-of the college. Stydente 
may aleo take advantage of the dnst?uction-afforded-hy the. 
Sunday Schools in the-village churches." ^
Since there are State Inatitutiojis -of 'the type, described- 
above, the -conclusion which naturally follov/s is that ^religious 
atmosphere is not. the exclusive possession of the Christian" 
college,, and the question is sometimes asked-of them: -"What do 
ye .more than they?"
The unique opportunity of the endowed Christian OQllege> 
and its ra'lson d’etre, must be conceded on the ground that' it.* 
may include^courses in religion*invltSvCurriculum while -the 
State school may not. Religious atmosphere is, from.^its very 
naturebound to be variable and eratic; and..,even s,t its best 
is not adequate for producing the type of trained men and 
women most needed by the Christian world of today-
The Christian College, by the very nature of its organi­
zation, and as the result of the keenest interest of its 
founders and promotors, can and is urged to include religion 
as well as other facts of life's experiences in its course of 
study. State schools cannot teach religion and only when 
denominations supplement the work of the state by establishing 
educational foundations in the immediate vicinities of tax 
supported institutions can the students have the advantages of 
j religious instruction. Christian colleges are free to include
^ Pennsylvania State College Catalogue. April 1,1932, 
pp 56-7.
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all t^e facts of life's experiences in their ci^rrioula, and 
they are not only permitted, but expected, to send out students 
who have something different from a duplicate of a State 
school course, students who are willing by choice and qualified 
by training to be intelligent leaders in Christian service.
The college is not a professional school, and professionally 
trained, full-time leaders in religion, must come from the 
graduate school of Religion and Religious Education; neverthe­
less, the churches may rightfully expect that from the 
institutions of higher education which they support there shall
come college trained men and women, .who are able to lead in the 
solution of the problems of the Christian church, at leaat as 
well as in other educational or professional activities. It 
may therefore be expected that a specific portion of the curricu­
lum of the endowed Christian college be devoted to a preparation 
for intelligent Christian lay-leadership, and the next step v/ill 








In conttnul'iig the study, of the’present college situation,’, 
attention will be -particularly -centered 'upon those currieulu© 
courses which ha^ direct .bearing upon, the-questlon-ae to 
"The Relation of Philosophy andrReliglous Education- in Endowed 
Christian Colleges JOt Libe'ral Arts"* The departments ‘of“ 
Psychology and Bible nust be included in this study because 
they haue a fundamental .organic connection with the work in i 
the departments of Philosophy and Religious Education.-" Several 
paragraphs in 'the Introduction have bOLSh deVoted to a State­
ment «of this Tjelatlonshlp, and the study in the following 
chapters will^eveal more clearly the neceeeity .of including 
these two departments**
The original tabulation sheet at the ,baok 'Of the bookcis.v.. 
a detailed statement-of the different courses .offered-andt . 
required in-.175 ‘Christian Colleges in the departments of Bible, 
Religious .Education, Psychology, and Philosophy, The dis­
cussion jof these departments, .in the following pages, Its-'pl'^-uned 
to set -forth .and emphasize .the Important points 'and main con­
clusions In reference to the present college situation,-
All of the’175 colleges investigated-give'the A-ipti-^egree, 






!• -iDepartment. of Bible;
In this department, courses in the following"suBject-s are 
included: oid and New Testament Histor-y and Literature; Church 
History; Christian Evidences; Htstory'pf -Rel'i-gi-on-s, ^Missions; 
and other courses whicch naturally belong here for -the-reason 
that they are closely related to .these fields' of ^s^udyi _aad yet
e
sufficiently distinct to demand this general method of classi- 
ficafion. It is readily seen that the term Bible> used here, 
is a pOPr name for a grouping of subjeotp of such a diversified 
nature. This title is used, however, bepause* this is an 
attempt to set forth the present situation, and in- most of the 
cdtalDgues studied the ternr Biblical, or-Bible -Department-, is
t “ ' ^ - ■used* In: a few cases the name^Department^of Religion, 
^Jhrlstianity, pr Sacred Literature, is used. Depeirtment of 
Reiigiop- is a very good name and one to, be heartily reco^ended, 
for it would properly- include, §,11 cour8<^s-which have direct 
bearing on the Christian religion, as well as courses in the 
history of other religions.
Some of the courses which have been listed in this depart-?
-i ' - f t 'ment occasionally appear in college catalogues under other 
departments, as for example: Church History, in the Ifietory 
department; Christian Evidences, in the Philosophy department; 
History of Religions, and Missions, under a separate department
K, ~ ‘ ,
or in the department of Religious Education; Literature of the 
Bible, in the English department; etc. Sometimes cross refer-
1 r » 4 ’' t .ences are used, ahd courses are listed in two differerit depart-
A * * ^ 6 ^■^mente. The common practice,^ however, is to group the courses in
18^
/the maJiner Indicated in Ta'hle^ T, ^
TABLE I. comparison OF NUMBER ,OF HOURS OFFERED IN. * ■ t ' ^ t
DEPARTMENT OF BIBLE IN THE 175 .COLLEGER SURGED
Courses Number of 
colleges-




Old Testament ’ 170 1U8 ’ " 6'.’5 6 6
New Testament- 175 1284' ' ^ ■*?.4 7 -6
Church-History 80 378 2.1 0 0
Christian
Evidences . 48 148 .9 0. 0■ j
History of
-•
Religions' 61 ■ > 190 la 0 ‘0
Jlissidiis 53 316 1.2 0 0
Other Courses 91 574' 3.3 ■2 0
Total ‘ 175- 3932 22.5 19 ‘ 18'^
• \
The above table shows that all of the 175 colleges sur­
veyed offer some courses in what is here called the department 
of Bible. In this group of subjects, the main interest is in 
New Testament History and Literature; for all of the colleges 
surveyed offer courses in this subject. Old Testament comes 
next in emphasis, with all but 5 colleges offering work in this 
field; and Church History third.
Less interest is indicated in Christian Evidences, History 
of 'Religions, eind Missions. The group entitled Other Courses
includes such ^courses aa the-following: Theology-;- Exagesis;- 
Biblical Geograpjiy, Topography, and-Archaeology; Ancestry of 
the English Bible (i.e., a study of the original manuscripts); 
Christian Doctrine as distinct from Christian Evidences; The * 
Bible as Literature, with special emphasis on literary values; 
Applied Chri-etianity (i.e., applied to specific city and urban 
problems); Christian Standards of Conduct, as distinct from 
Christian Ethics; Apocryphal Literature; etc. Variations of 
such courses as these are offered by 91 colleges-
The Original Tabulation Sheet indicates that the number of 
hours offered by each college ranges from 3 to 101. Colby 
College offers 3 hours in the Department of Bible, and Wooster 
College offers 101 hours. The next highest number of hours 
offered by any one college is 69; this is by Trinity College. ] 
The average number offered by all collegas (see Table I) is 
32.5 hours, while the median is 19 hours. The ^distribution of 
the 175 colleges by semester hours offered in the Department o'f 
Bible is shown in Table II, and Graph I is a graphic repre­
sentation of this distribution.
\
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TAfiLE II, DISTRIBUTION OF COLLEGES.^ BY SEMESTp HOURS 
OFFERED “IN DEPARTMENT OF BIBLE
Hoxirs offered Number of colleges
1 or 2 2
3 or 4 4
5 or 6 4
7 or 6 12
9 or 10 10
11 or 12 11
13 or 14 8
15 or 16 17
17 or 18 20
19 or 20 12
31 or 22 8
23 or 24 14
25 or 26 4
37 or 28 6
29 or 30 5
31 or 32 5
33 or 34 6
35 or 36 5
37 or 38 3
39 or 40 3
41 or 42 4
43 or 44 1
45 or 46 3
55 or 56 3
57 or 58 1
59 or 60 1
61 or 62 2
69 or 70 1
101 1
It has been noted above that New Testament receives the 
greatest emphasis in the Department of Bible; therefore this 
special group has been taken to illustrate how the distribution 
of colleges by semester hours offered may be worked out in 
each Subject. “Table III shows'the'distribut'-ioiy of-17'5 Christian 
Colleges by semester hours offered in New Testament, Graph II 
is the graphic representation of this distribution, ‘
!22
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TABLE DISTRlfiUTION OF COLLEGES BY SEMESTER HOURS -
V
OFFERED IN NEW TESTAMENT.
Hours offered Number of colleges
1 or S 17
3 or 4 43
5 or 6 43
7 or 8 189 or 10 23
11 or 13 14
13 or 14 3
15 or 16 5
17 or 18 4
19 or 30 1
23 or 24 1
25 or 26 1
27 or 38 1
33 1
■
There are 143 colleges which make some requirements in the 
Department of Bible for the a*B. degree, and 33 colleges which 
make no such requirements. Table IV shows the number of hours 
of Bible required for both the A.B, and S.B. degrees. Of the 
108 colleges offering the S.B. degree, 87 colleges require 
some Biblical work. In colleges where both the A«B. and S.B. 
degrees are offered, the facts show that with three exceptions, 
the same number of semester hours in the Department of Bible .is 
required for both degrees.
I
i
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^ TABLE IV. NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED IN DEPARTMENT OF 
' BIBLE IN THE 175 COLLEGES SURVEYED










14S^ * 961 5.5 6 6
For S.B. 
dpgree 87 , 594 5.5 6
Table V shows the distribution of the 175 colleges by- 
hours required for the“A.B. degree. Graph III presents this 
distribution.
Table v. distribution of colleges by semester hours
REQUIRED IN DEPARTMENT OF BIBLE FOR A.B. DEGREE



















V. Of the 143 colleges .which require work in thls-department 
for the A.B. degree, 59 definitely specify that at least 3
t - ' I i. , 3
hours of credit must be earned in both Old _and New Testarient; 
and of these, 31 colleges require at least 3 hours in eacht 
There are 13 other colleges which require 2 or more hours in 
Nfew Testament, and 5 which require 2 or more hours of credit
V -
in Old Testament.
> I -fAlma, MoKendree, St. Olaf, and Thiol Collets apeolfioally 
designate that Church History shall be included in the Biblical 
requirements.
There are 13 colleges which specify that the Biblical
^ f.requirements shall include a course in Christian Evidences. 
Courses in Missions and History of Religions have each
_ .i ^ I
been mentioned once in the list of requirements.
■»
I
8. Department of Religious Educfatlon*
/ There seems to be a prevailing lack of understanding, 
throughout the country, as to the precise and technical mean­
ing of the term Religious Education as applied to college work;
■« '
for almost anything which has a bearing on religion is apt to 
be listed as Religious Education in college catalogues. Such 
courses as Missions, History of Religions, Christian Evidences, 
Homiletics, various forms of Theology, specialised courses on 
the Bible, etc., are often listed under the head of Religious 
Education. The college catalo^es, therefore, 8ho\7 a great 
many more hours offered in Religious Education^than the study 
here Indicates. It is, very true that in a general way any 
course which gives religious training and develops the 
religious elements in life, contributes to the religious 
education of the college student; but this is not the technical 
meaning of the term Religious Education in a college curriculum* 
A comparison in this particular vfith the colle^ department of 
Education should make the matter quite clear; for while any 
college course is,supposed to contribute to the education of
T
the college student, yet courses in Education are of a specific«• • 4“
nature, - they are planned to develop a certain technique in 
handling the educational problems of the public schools.
yif %
It seems necessary, first, to discuss the place of 
Religious Education in a democracy such as exists in the United•* r* \
^ •*. i
States, before a clear understanding can be attained as to what 
Religious Education means in a college curriculum.
4. <
The people of this country rightfully demand a system of
public instruction supported by taxation, in order that the 
highest prinoip3,§8 of a democracy may be preserved. However 
corpplex a demgcratio system^of gpyeriiment may be, it can 
apprQxiD?^t? parfectipn only through the proper motives, attl-, 
tudes, ,ajicL activities of individual Jives within such a 
government. National ppeparednees in meeting .the. needs .of 
Jifej in- times of peace as well as in times pf war,* rests 
npon- the preparedness of the individual* To. the ,public 
schools la given the tast of developing the type of intelli­
gence needed by'each individual, in order that he may take hip 
place as a desirable citizen of our cpuntry^ A common, language 
and pommon' ideals are fostered by- this deraopratic agency, -the 
pnblj.0 school system. ^ -
But in addition to intelligence,, the spirit of^right^pus-^ 
ness flaust be manifest in the. lives of men and women. This 
spirit of righteousness may be analyze<d into twp elements;^-; * 
morality and religion. To the public schools, is. given the right, 
as well as the-duty, pf training in morality. Along with the 
common attitudes, common habits, and common ideals which are 
•developed through the atmosphere of the school, there is need 
for systemaijic training, through definitely prescribed, courses, 
in the social principles which wjll safeguard the rights and* , 
privileges of others. The. spirit and. principles of brothejrhood 
must be taught as well as paught,' and every bpy gnd girl should^ 
be given a comprehensive grasp o.f the great principles under­
lying a democratic bypthprhood. The very heart of the. public 
school program must be cpnperned-with the problems and,meaning of 
social relationships. The- relation of mgga, to m^n-, ^and group. Jo
groupT^ cannot ■safely-rest upon impulse^ Formal courses in 
ethics and the-sbcial sciences,, with ample'opportunity :for 
proper expression,.will neoessarily form the core of the-'public 
school curriculum, if the proper principles of morality are to 
form the central place in the life of^he American people■
It^has' been previously said that the two fundamental 
factors neceAeary for a properly trained citizen are: intelli­
gence' and righteousness. No. argument is needed here to prpvp 
that the public school is- the best agency fpr training in 
intelligence. Righteoueness has been divided into two elements: 
morality and religion. ThB public pphools have the^ privilege,, 
and ample opportunity, ,to ajssijBt in, the development^ of-moral 
and social-ddea.lB; -but the. principles of r.e.ligiaus freadpm^^jin - 
purjs-country-), forbid .the use of tax money to teacli religion, no 
matter how large the majority' of' any sect there may -be in any 
community. Personal religious freedom, cannot be- interfered with 
in any way by the state; hence the home and the church must .be 
responsible for teaching religion and spiritualizing the pe.ople. 
The exceedingly importeint. place of the Christian religion, in 
national^ life, is not doubted by any who, are interested in pro- 
■moting Religions 'Etjucatien,. and, therefore, it would be a useless 
waste of ener^ to do. otherwise' than to assume this point here. 
The religious., trainings of -the child begins* in the.home; the 
mother in the child*s first religious teacher'. Is t.hie..not also 
the :ca8e with the general training .of the child? Sure‘ly, the 
.mother is th.e -first cteach&^ of t.he child in English-,- in u^lith- 
metic, in- honenty, and in various other branches 'Of s.tudy and 
virtues of life. But training, in the secular branches of study
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does not stop with the home. The public schools build upon the 
found'Vtion laid by the home; so also the church must not think 
that the home is to bear the entire responsibility of the 
religious education of the child. The home shoula build the 
foundation upon which the church may continue the process.
This, of course, means a complete system of religious 
education under the management of the church, and financed by 
it. This system must be inclusive enough to take the child at 
the age of four or five and continue the training throughout 
the whole of life. This can be accomplished through V.eek Day 
Religious Instruction, Daily Vacation Bible Schools, and Graded 
Sunday Schools and church programs of Religious Education.
In this dual system of education the unity of the educative 
process must be preserved, and consciousness, on the part of 
the pupil, of the existing duality must be avoided as mruch as 
possible. The child must feel tha,b this is all a part of one 
great system; and tnis feeling of unity Can be assurea only by 
consistent and persistent effort, on the part of teachers ana 
officers, to harmonize and co-ordinate the two systems, par­
ticularly in respect to plan of organization, gradation, and 
methods of teaching and management.
It is undemocratic to trust to chance environment or 
accidental advantages to give the child the intellectual and 
social training necessary for life in a democratic nation. It 
is not only undemocratic, but also unchristian to trust to 
chance environment to give childhood and youth the religious 
training whicn is needed to produce tne highest type of Christian 
fLives. A system of Religious Educrtion, promoted and supported 
by the church, does not force children into particular forme of
31,
re^lgloHj but give^ the advajit^gej^ Of religious Anstruc^tipn 
training to who,-dppi-re^ ,it. ^ ,
Profes^sxjT Judd.jrarns -ajgainpt confusing J'the ediicalrive 
pr.oce,ss^wi^h the- agencies, and external conditions^ spsi.ety-
haa se,t t<i. facil.i,tate and -diract the pro.gese.The 
educative procress," he. cpntinueej''"is B, series of inner changes 
tferpugh which, an indi^idu,^!^ is. tran^sfornieci, fro,m, an im.mature 
,ppr.epnali-ty .tp .a mature personai^lty.-"^ The prpce^ of re^^ligious 
edJicatd^Q^l .1.8 also an inner process of development, and^the^ 
church; may right-fu-lly—be e.xpepted*to arrange, a. sp^l®8'P^ s, 
.external happenings^., so that ^chdl-dren. may, with economy of 
■jener,gyj develop in the dl^'ectron of most perfect religious per- 
sonaltti.eevuIs ©reat nped for ,sjtudy in, tJ^is fielji^ in _ 
order .that ^sdccesslye stages pf. Individual deved-ppment m^ be 
fully }cnown, ,ajid' ^.be most effective, sy:stem. of e^xternal^ educative 
‘Cppditlons produced. ^ ^
The task of religious education, as outlined here,^ -calls for 
paid and volunteer workers, with .a specific type of training. It- 
is right for -the churches to expect, -from their own colleges, men 
' and wo.men.,w^p are, .able and willing-to assume the responsibilities 
of* suQh lea-dpr^shlp. Graduate schools pf Religion and Rel^i-ous, 
Education ar^, pl^^nned .to deve.lop a high type of profespipn^l 
I'eadsrship,, but -mp,s.t of the. ohurches^dp not at pjresent feeL able 
tp finance a,plan whiph will- gi-ve them even- o_nd- p^id?- ■trraine4_ 
leader in, religious educatiop. The biggest^ ahd'.mPO.'t Import^t 
tasbpf the. Qhiiistiauiwprld of today^ Is. of- Religlpus .EpLuca-
-tipjx* I1pp.h jthS' succejss -of the edixpatipnal-^systems pf .Christian 
'churches, J.n se.curing. tbP pj:opej rpli-gloup development 'Qf phildr*
1 'Judd, Religious Education Magazine, Feb.1923.
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hood and-'youth (through the home and^ church progr’ajn), ^iepQjids'*
thB strength of Chriati-anity' in .the' immediate ‘futurB^i,"' The
Christian college -can legitimately' do.no less-than'vto plan a
course: of' study which will give each, student, taking- the college
oohr'se, a- type’‘o!f training which will .fit him ta assume rjsspon-
sibiitties’ of' lay-leadership In-tha problems -of religious- ■
education in his own church, and which will prepare him to give
intelligent* religious guidance in the home.* The' reli-gioufe*
education of childhood and youth rests upon the homes and the
churches of 'our country, and -Christian colleges are the natural
channels through which intelligent religious leadership for
these 'institutions may be developed* * . ...
Religion'is naturally- conservative and bound by- traditions;
howe-ver, there conies^ a time- in the-’Sidvajicemeht of olv-ili'&ation,
when changes in rSligious-IdSals' deUaand-new:: ihstrUmentiW of
religious education. This situation Is upon us now; and the
religious educator must be alert to the highest r&3^giou's
ideals in order that he may be able to select the most profitable
ways and means of individual development.
Christian colleges must give to their students a consistent
and worthy philosophy of life, and then familiarize them with^the
most efficient methods, agencies, and materials to be' used in 
\
developing the immature of our nation, into strong Christian 
_ I
personalities. The number of graduates from Christian colleges
is very small compared with the task; and no college can fulfil
I
its obligation by permitting even one student to go from -itsI
halls^^wlthout the best possible equipment for th6 woirk. Everyone 
^ikes to do that which he can do well; and although it is too much
A
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to exi^ct that all who. graduate' with the equipment .eirgue‘d---^or 
here will definitely"-assume r-eeponsihillties o'f religiou%^ 
leadership, yet -the. J^hristian reli-gion wi‘ll be strengthened', — 
if Christian:, colleges^re^pond''to the prenent need, - -by an- ' 
added force of intelligent religious; parents and leaders, 
familiar with'-the moral-and religious problems jof childhood--and 
youth* „ ' .i- " . -
This is the' thsh set before the 'college department- of 
Religious‘Education. At present this work is-not standardized-“ 
as 'it should -be in undergraduate schools; the various phases 
of the. field are hot' clearly- enough defined in the-minds of 
many religious.educators; a sufficient-number of text books 
adequate^to meet ,.the needs, of a college department-qre not ^ 
available^iand-the ^relation: of-such-a department to other- * 
college departments,*In-very many oases, is'not clearly under-' 
Btoo^* ' . < .' A-...::
Thev,following''table is a summary of the findings in'
u
Religioud Edacation.-in the 1?5 Christian Colleges.
« , .1 » 
table'VI. NUMBER OF HOURS OFFERED AND REQUIRED IN DEPARTMENT 





colleges ' Number of semester hours^ Total' Average«(Arith.
'^eaii)
• Median* '-Mode
Total offered 88 542- 3 0
Required for •
A.B.degree 3 11 .'06 0 0
Required"for
S.B.degree 0 0 0 VA. 01 0
*
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rt is seen from the summary that. B8 .collegasu.off er.. 543 
hours of work which can be technically called Beligious Educa­
tion. The courses offered are of such ar varying nature as to* 
make a subdivision, as was done in the case of the .Department 
of Bible, impracticable. The ma,in types of courses offered are 
as follows: Religious Pedagogy; Methods of Religious Education; 
Organiz§ition and Administratioii of Religious Education; PrincipJ.es, 
of Religious Education; Religious Education of Adolescence;
The Church' School Program; History of Religious Education; courses 
in departmental methods; etc.
There are only tv/o colleges which require courses in
Religious Education (that is to say, courses which may be
technically called Religious Education) for the A.B. degree.
' * 
Grenada College requires 6 hours, and Lander College 5 hours.
There are no colleges in this group (of 175) which require 
Religious Education for the S.B. degree.
In order to show the distribution of colleges by semester 
hours offered and required in the department of Religious 
Education, Table 7II and Graphs IV and V are presented here^
table VII. DISTRIBUTION OF COLLEGES BY SEMESTER HOURS
OFFERED IN DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Hours offered Number of colleges
0 87
1 or- '2
3 or 4 31
5 or 6 14
7 or 8 5
9 or 10 8
11 or 13 4
f 13 'or“-14 - * ’?• “ '3 ' ~
15 or 16 4
33 or 34 1






3. Department of Psychologyr " — ""
The following table is a eummary of the findings, in the 
175 colleges studied, and the present situation in Psychology.^
.Table viii. number of hours offered in department of









' Psycholo^ 175 663 3.78 3 3
Other Psychol­
ogy Courses 163- 1543 8.8 6 3
Total 175 V ; 3205 13.58 13 6
i
General Psychology is offered by all of thp colleges in 
this group, and the ocairses offered range from 2 to lO semester 
hours of college credit. The average number of hours offered 
by all schools is 3.78, the median is 3 hours, and the mode is 3.
In the class entitled Other Psychology Courses is included 
all other courses in Psychology, such as: Educational Psychology; 
Child Psychology; Abnormal Psychology; Genetic Psychology; Animal 
Psychology; Psychology of Religion; Advanced Psychology; Experi-
i
mental Psychology; Research courses; etc. (It would not aid iri 
the plan of this discussion to classify these courses separately, 
as has been done in the Department of Bible.) There'are 163 i 
colleges which offer one or more of such courses, and 13 which 
offer no Psychology^beyond the first general epurse. _ .Tbo. average 
number of hours offered in all the different phases of Psychology
I I
is 10.58, the i-e 12 hours* -wj^ile the mode, j.s 6. The
fqllpwing tabl6 ma^keq; clear the di;strj.t)ut-iO]i of :collegesj by- 
semester,^ hours offered') and Graph, VI presents this.
^ <4
table IX. DISTRIBUTION OF COLXEGES BY SEMESTER' HOURS OFFERED 
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY.
Hours pffered -Number, -pf colleges..
,3 or 4 12
5 or 6 29
7 or 8 IS
9 or 10 25
11 or 13 33
13 or 14 10
15 or 16 11
17 or 18 12
19 qx. 20 9
'^1 or 22 4
23- or 34 4
25 or 26 2
, 27 or 28 1
29 or 30 1
33 or 34 1
35 or 36 2
37 or 38 1
•41 :or 42 2 . ' ,
47 or 48 1
Table X shows that in-the A.B... course, 90^colleges make some 
Psychology requirement, and 85 .make no requirement at all. In 
the S.B. course, 50 colleges require Psychology, and 58 do not.
Table x. number of hours required in department of psychol-
OGY IN THE 175 COLLEGES- SURVEYED
Number of
r
Number of semester hours





degree 90 363 2.1 2 0
For S.B. 
degree 50 202 1.87 0 0
1
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Thtere are IZ ccaieges which give students xit& choice of
t
courses in either Psychology or Philosophy, 3 colleges which 
require courses In either Psychology, or Philosophy, or. Bible* 
Tennessee College is the pnly school which requires as 
much as 8 hours of Psychology toward the college" degree. A 
, number of schools require as much as 6 hours. In comparing the 
number of hours required with the number of houts offered in 
General Psychology, it Is discovered that there are 11 places 
‘where some form of advanced Psychology must be taken to meet 
the Psychology requirement. It is usually left to the student's 
ovm choice as to which advanced Psychology course is taken to
*■fulfil the requirement. A more detailed distribution Of colleges 
by hours required in this department is given in Table XI and 
Graph VII.
TABLE XI. DISTRIBUTION OF COLLEGES BY SEMESTER HOURS 
REQUIRED IN THE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
Hours offered Number of colleges











' ‘ -4.-DepaTtnient of Philosophy.
the roIlowing'^8ub;)ect8''1iave been included in fh'e depSct- 
ment”6jF Philosophy: 'Yntroduotion ^to Philosophy; History o'f 
Philosophy; Ethics; Logic; Metaphysics arid Epi-stemology; 
P&l'^8ophic^ Problems and Present Day Tendenoie's; Philosophy 
of B^igibh; and".a ^oup called'Other'i^eeialize'd Courses. In 
the last -class such courses have been included as Political 
Philosophy; The Mind-Body Problem; Aesthetics-'; Paulsen and 
Bergson (compared on specific points); Philosophy of Literature 
(e;g._» Browning-and Carlyle); A Comparison of Religious and 
PhilpsophibSil Problems; A Study in the Conflict of Ideals'; 
Theory bf Evolution; etc. In a number of catalogues Philosophy 
of Re'l'i'gi'on Is classed with the Bilsiical subjects, and not. 
always l-s -it listed by this particular title;, however, all such 
cour^ees have been "^ouppd under the'he^ad of Philosophy of 
Relig.ion, in the department of PbilbsOphy. 1
The following table is a s;ammary of the work offered in
this department
TABLE 3^11. .COMPARIS’ON OF ,NUMBER OF HOURS OFFERED IN DEPART^












to Philosophy, 76 259 , X.48 0 0
History of 
Philosophy 145 866 4.94 6 6
Ethics 161 606 3.46 3 3
Logic 133 416 2.38 3 3
Metaphysics -and 




Tendencies 43 159 0 0
Philosophy or 
Religion - 51 165 .94 0 0
Other Courses 42 140 0 0
Total 120 2717 15.5 15 12
There are 5 out of the 175 colleges which offer no Philosophy 
at all. The number of hours offered in the 170 colleges varies 
from 2 to 40, DePauw University offers 40 hours of work in 
Philosophy. Ethics receives the greatest emphasis, for there are 
161 colleges offering at least one semester course in this sub­
ject. History of Philosophy comes second, and Logic third.
There are 145 colleges offering work in History of Philosophy, and 
133 colleges offering work in Logic. 'The average number of hours 
of Philosophy offered by all colleges surveyed is 15.5, the 
median is 15 hours, while the mode is 12. For the presentation
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o5 the'‘distribution of colleges by-semester* hours-^offena^, se^ - 
Table XIII and Graph Vlli;,
Table xiii. distribution of colleges by semester^ hours .
OFFERED IN THE DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
Hours offered Number of colleges
0 4
1 or 3 3
3 or 4 3
5 or 6 6
7 or 8 11
9 or 10 19
11 or 13 38
13 or 14 17
15 or 16 17
17 or 18 16
19 or 30 11
31 or 33 r '9
33 or 34 10
35 or 36 6
37 or 38 6
’ 39 or 30 3
31 or 3S 1
33 or 34 4
39 or 40 3










X There are 83 Qolleges which require some-Philoeopliy in 
the A.B. course, and. 93 coi'leges which-make no such requirement. 
The number of hours required varies from 1 to 10, Of the 83 
collegee“requir,ing some Philosophy,, 50 interpret this require­
ment to include, at least, one aemestef in Ethics. In the
■V
work required, as well as in the work offered, Ethics receives 
the greatest emphasis. There is only one college which specifi-*- 
cally requires a course in Philosophy of Religion; this 'is 
Whitman College, which requires 1 three-hour course throughout 
the year*
-■ In the ^course -leading to the -S.B. degree, ^46 colleges 
require work in this department, and 63 colleges do not. The 
average number of hours required of A.B. students is 3, and of
S.B. students 1.65. (See Table XIV)
Table xiv. nui-iber of hours required in department of
PHILOSOPHY IN THE 175 COLLEGES SURVEYED
Number of
m








degree 83 350 3 0 0
For S.B.
degree 178 1.65 0 0
Table XV and Graph IX present the distribution of colleges 
by semester hours of Philosophy required for the A. B, 'degree.
1
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TABLE X7. XiISTRIBUTJON OF COLL1.GHJs SEMESTER HOURS. 
REQUIRED IN DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY FOR A.B. DEGREE















tn order to make the comparative emphasis upon the work of 
these four departments (i.e., Bible, Religious Education, 
Psychology, and Philosophy) clear, the totals may be put in 
the following summarized form.
TABLE XVI. comparison OF TOTAL NUMBER OF HOURS OFFERED IN
THE departments SURVEYED IN THE 175 COLLEGES
Number of Number of semester hours




Bible 175 3932 22.5 19 18
Religious
‘Educ&ti<7n B8 542 3 1 0
Psychology 175 .^205 - : -12.58 12 6
Philosophy ■ 170 2717 15.5 15 12
TABLE XVII. comparison OF TOTAL NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED 
FOR A.B. DEGREE IN THE DEPARTMENTS SURVEYED IN THE 175
COLLEGES
Number of Number of semester hours
Departments Qolleges Total Average(Arith.
mean)
Median Mode
Bible 143 961 5.5 6 6
Religious 
Education 2 11 .06 0 0
Psychology 90 363 2.1 2^ 0
Philosophy 83 350 2 0 0
CHAPTER IV
THE PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES OF THE RELIGIOUS ATMOSPHERE AND
CURRICULUM COURSES
THE PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES .OF RELIGIOUS ATMOSPHERE 
AND CURRICULUM. COURSES
■The task-of the'Christian^Gollege is hot to’oompe'te with 
State Colleges; nor to‘duplicate the cour-ses offered by these 
institutions; but, rather to give a L'iberal Arts education of 
a distinct type, -as has “been stated earlier in this*di8- 
cussion.* Christian Colleges, in'order fo justify their 
existence, must provide privileges of higher education wi'th 
emphasis upon the fields of morality and religion. Courses 
which >deal flfith'th'e proBl©m6 of conduct' and "religion, aside 
from having equal cultural-Valde'with othfer-courses, will also 
produce 'graduates who afd ^capable, positive'factors ih ' 
Christian progress, and efficient leaders in the' Chrl'strfiai 
i'hstitu'ti'ons of our country and the world. The following'are 
th^ products which the -Christiecn “world ^ay rightfully expect 
from'-^he tJhri-stlan College.
'' 1. l^gofessional Religious Leadership,
ft'has'-'been'maintained Ih this argument that‘the college' 
is-not 'professi'bWi school. The professionally ttalned, full- 
t-ime, paid leaders which the churches need must 'comb from ‘the 
graduate schools of'-'Fellgion and Religious 'Education, and Vhese 
schools must depend Upon the undergraduate oollegeV'Ycr their 
students'. 'The college tlierefore must so arrange it^ program as 
to insure the proper inspiration, preparation, and* selection *df 
student-s to gc into these graduate' s'chools for further special­




Lay Re'llgloitfl -Leader6hl-p» - . ^ -3
.cjim:,ches ftf, our op.vuitEy are .not *at. presenl:^ 
able* to., esiploy- more than one; leadeo;-, th^t-^le to the
.minister^ andjr.et many men ^p.n,d .^omen ^re needed, wj^o have 
chosen vyarltp*^® industrial and private activities
of life, and at the same ^t*ime ^are wiljy.n^.to dedicate to 
Christian -servipe .as -an avocation^ a part- -of ^th^ir tim^q and 
cthkeir tjalente, eithe^r f-qr -a.‘small Remuneration or as a free 
.contribution tQ the., cause of prompting the^^sp_irit and the_ - 
-knowledge, of rightepusnese among men. Here ag^n the proper 
lnspir.ati.on, preparation a^d seleption of men and women fpr 
'Specific tasks reA.ts.-wi>h the. Chrip-bl^n College.
:3. -Intelligent- Christia)\-Parents. ^ j^ ^
Paront.s arp th© firs*^ -te^che^re of the chy.d.^ It is from 
the R.axentA-that the ,chil4-,ge.t^ ilia fir^t 
the experiences of life. It is in the home where the first 
social and religious habits are formed, and it is in the home 
where the foundations of a Christian citizenship must be laid. 
The home and the church must bear the responsibilities for the 
religious training of childhood and youth, and therefore, along 
with trained workers in the church, there is a need for men 
and women in the homes of our country who have a clear under­
standing of the principles of the Christian religion; positive 
Christian characters; and knowledge of how to permeate the 
lives of the little ones in the home with the religious and 
social virtues. The Christian Colleges can plan their programs 
to meet this need, if they will to do so.
It will be shown that these three needs can be supplied by
the Christian colleges, if certain elements are- made the heart 
of the college curriculum and the college life. This means, in 
other words, that intelligent Christian character, and the 
qualities of efficient Christian leadership, roust be developed 
by the Christian College.
4* Intelligent Christian Character.
The elements which go to make up intelligent Christian 
character may be analyzed into three factors based upon the 
three-fold psychological nature of the individual, - namely: 
the spirit of love and righteousness; strength and efficiency 
of will; and a sound Christian philosophy of life. The task 
of determining guiding principles for the selection and correla­
tion of curriculum courses^and-college activities which, may 
aid in the development of each of these three phases of life 
will be discussed in the following chapters.
3
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THE BE7E;§P1E1JT, OF C^ISTIAH LEAD^SHIP . ^
If' • / *The type of religious leadership most needed today h^ the
Christian forces of ouf country as well as In mission fields,
and the type of leadership which requires specific technical
training. Is that which has to do with the religious life of
♦ - hoys and girls, young men and young women. The hope of the fu-
tupe, 'of course, lies in the hoys and girls of today. 'Tfi'e church
will lose or gain power In proportion to the religious develop-
ment of the young. The task of^the Christian world is'therefore
- ' ^ ' r ‘
to train its hoys and girls for Intelligent Christian living. 
Through Week Day Religious”li^truotioni' Daily Vacation Blhle
’ , '* l^’.Z TA ' V. « -i 'schools, Sunday Schools, and homes such training can he given, 
and the churoh may’'‘rigkfuliy"’look to its colleges to firnish'' 
intelligent Christian leaders for these tasks. The scope and 
aim of a department of Hellglbus Education in undergraduate col-' 
leges has been defined; It^here remains \o suggest the type of 
work which will best accomplish this purpose.
This discussion will he'olearer if two examples from other
vocations of life are given.
- - -- - - '
1, The Task of the Rell-gious Educator
r C i t -The carpenter has a knowledge of his tools; he understands 
hard and soft woods, and all the materials of his traide; ah^ he 
has the skill to apply his tools to these materlais" in ways which 
will shape and oomhlne them so as to produce the desired finished
product. The. oarpente;j studies his work and chooiea his tools ac-r ■'
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oordiy*gly. He d'des h*d't''sa7 'vdien^'h^ stirta out‘inHhe'^ fhorning:*' ^ 
"Toda;f, 1 ^hair use ri^ hfeamier, saw, square, arid plane"; he looks
-t ■“!!-*— .*y->vat his task'fi^st, ‘and then chooses the* Vools best adapted to'the* ^ 
a'ocompiishjne'nt' br'h'i'a purpose*, and' u'ses ’them* with skill". , ‘ 
•'XJl'^t'ake the examfire of a ^doOtbr,. He has studied itito^the 
eleitferifs a^d q^hlities 'of medicines; he 'i'fr familiar j/lth ‘the^ in- " 
struments end materials on'lii^ shelves'; "tie knows what perfect^; ** 
normal"'he'alth Is and how various dl's'eas'es affect'"different-por-’ 
titfnare’f the human organism; and in cases of sickness, he under­
stand35,how to -apply his medicines, and instruments to bring back 
a normal sound condition of'body. We, all know that the honest 
and Intbillgent do'ctcfi* ,^When hV is called^'Vo mfnlst*er to* some ty- ^ 
phold‘fever patients; does “hW sky: "NdV; I stTal-l" trake me¥ibine*s^
A and B w^ith ’me, a'hd' giW Ijhese" to ail of ny (typhoid -fever > pa- 
tielits^ fn'^'qWl' dos'es* every two^otirs?* he iirsV’lVbk%'at’ 
tW’slok'' Oiies; and, bven tjtrough'^'they may havV typhti'd %ever*, 
yet 10 oner%b m’ay^give remedy^'it'every tWhdurs;' to tfeVsecond, 
remedy a'iV sifeTer dbses- eVery'tioixr’;^ lo'^^e third'/ remedied' 
and B alternately In'raode'rat*e* dode's dvery 'hour“ and a half> and‘so 
Oh.^' ^he piatient Is t^e piriiriary''object of oonslcTeration, ai&'-the 
needs of tW'patient "determine the particular mateFirai'l ^se<£ ar^ 
the methoda adopted *in'dsing Ihe'Jn’. ■■* "
" In the past the 'aim bf a "teachOr of religion" das'lb' teach'the 
Bible/ today'hO is 'expected' t'o:'tedbh the chlld^ then hV was^ex-^ 
pected t'o'have primary inte'resV'ln preservl^ng a b6dy*^6f fabtsy 
creeds and "dbi^aisr;- nOir he Popes "ter arraiige ■extermal-lbndlflons 
So that the development Pf grbwliJg'‘lndlvidualB* will lb6<f IV str'eng
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Christian personalities. This Philosophy of Religious Education,- — . V. ■^1 ♦ > t t ^ ;
of course,, wij.1 determlpe,the. nature of work included in a depart- 
ment of Religious Educ.a'Ilon. The religious educator must kngw the 
child; he must Jtoow the materials and instruments of Religious 
Eduoa^tlon; and he must have, skill, in h^dling them. As in the' * ’ V ^ • v'- I ' * C'
case of the carpenter .or the^ doctor, so also the teachpr must study 
each of his pupils and then use with skill the materials which will 
test accomplish his ultimate purpose of developing Christian per­
sonalities •* y
2. Knowledge and Still of the Religious i^uoator
It has Just heen stjated that the religious educator must know 
the child, .jf course in General psychology gives a knowledge of 
the processes of. the human mind, and also furnishes a basis for 
a psychological study of childhood and youth. The emphasis on 
Child Psychology In the department of Religious Education will 
have par^tlcular bearing on moral and religious development.
Th© religious educator must have a knowledge of the materials 
to be us.ed in religious education. A knowledge of much of t)^ 
source material to be used b^ th© religious educator Is gained 
through courses in the Department of Bible. Religious- Instruc- 
tlon of childhood and youth la given mainly though the follow- 
Ing agencies: Week Day School of Religious Instruction; Dally 
Vacation Bible Schools; Church Schools; and homes. The three- 
fold re.ligious activities of these institutions are based upon 
the three-fold psychological nature of the Individual. The in­
tellect, the emotions, and the will are expressed and developed
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i a 1 3
through instruotion, worship and service* For each of t^eae 
forma of. aotlvit;^ materials, tools, conditions, and agencies
t
must be selected and adapted to the capacities of all ages of
, . so ' ^growing individuals.
at
Graded‘courses of study must be selected and created. There 
are different types of graded lesson materials available at pres-t _* t 'o ^1
ent, and in order to select that which is best adapted to the 
needs of each situation one must have the fund of religious 
knowledge supplied by courses in a college department of Religion, 
and a sufficient philosophical training to give him a sound theory 
of life and a safe basis for judgment. Even though there is much
lesson material now available, yet the growing interest in relig-„ ' T ‘ tl ivlcb Ml t 'U’.
ious education through Vacation, Week Day and Sunday schools, and
Vc C 'Mi K -xiC-C
homes creates a demand for a new body of materials and tools adap­ts . - o ' M ' -MM ^
table to the conditions in these institutions. The task of giving 
a standard for the selection of materials as well as^ for the crea-
■* " t' ’’’tw ' ’ *<*
tion of new materials rests with.the college department of Rellg- 
ious Education*
tc ,, 7 ^ ■’ " " M'r ■Worship is a very important element in Religious Education, 
and as time goes on and the Daily Vacation Bible Schools and 
Schools of Week Day Religious Instruotion become more perfectly/ S ' _ „ I., c^ ■
developed, the worship element (aside from having value in these 
schools) will become more important In the Sunday School. The 
materials of worship must be arranged to meet the graded needs 
of the child. The sources for this material are found in the Bi-
2. 1




A aollege deparlinient of Religious Education therefore will^.h^ye 
to dtr©at-=atudy intp^thesessuroes-and build upon^the t.rainlng 
furnished b7*.a..departijient -Qt Religion.
Chrlstifin»:a6tlvltl©&.and ^eeda^^of Christian seryiop ,must ^e 
planned'^as* part-of the.graded rellglou^ educational, p^ograni,^ Such 
ai pybgram will .provide- opportunities .fOT natural^e^presalon pf. the 
Christian.^ lifp- and spirit,.and at the. saqne Jliro be of e^oatioual 
■yalup^* professor AJihearn was once^.as.k©d: -”When should a child 
first .be taught mlsalons?” Doctor Athearixj?eplieA:. 
old enough to throw orpmbs^ tp; the birds." This Illustrates 
weiineOT here. Th© act-of throwing or.umbs to th&.blr^.,^ a^ide ^om 
.having an pducationajL.^alpe In developing the spirit pf giving^ 
sglv,©s expression jbp that feeling- of ^kinship with al-l, life-,, ^pd.Ae- 
velopaan understanding of the dependence of all living beings up­
on external’iff Qi"P©3^ -Couv-aes t^he Pripciplej^ of Religious, ^uoa- 
,tlon end Ourrioulm of Religious,-Eduoatlonj ^cpurs^es whlojxfamll- 
tbarlzre^ihe student-with l^e best- devotional materials in art, - 
^ripture# ana-..muslc,* and which give standard© f or., the, p^per se- 
a’ectlbn of worship materials for the graded program; courses 
which develop knc?wledge of aotiyltles of graded service;^. tha©e 
©re all needed In-the college- department Pf Rellglou^ Educatiqn*
^ Skill infusing this material is necessary, in order that, the 
beat type of religious development may be ^attained. Courses 
^ 'theory aiyi. methods of InstJi'uotlon,. with refe^ejop to the different 
ages of child development,r^and actual laboratory work in .model 
schools and community organizations of religious education will 
form part of the work in a college department of Religious Educa­
tion
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■rAny ta-slc aa-rgifeatj^and extensive as irhat p^ovi(a0d;■by, church 
and ooiranunlty systems of religious education needs a ^oper sys- 
tern of organization, administration and aupervlsion4 The college 
department of Religious Education must consider it important to 
make a systematic study of this matter; therefore oourses^wiil 
be planned to meet this need. Churches and communities can not 
expect their entire corps of workers to be Christian college
wonen; in fact only a small portion will be so
* ‘ * V c j J V ttrained* It ia therefore essential that communities and churches 
provide means for the training^of teachers and officers. Christian
4.— -»C r ^ ' t -k-..
college graduates, however, ought to have a leading part In promot- 
Ing such training systems. If this Is true, then It follows that
^ i is*..'.’ " r- , ^ ry'~departments of Religious Education must provide training for such
» ■ vs." Uv ' * • «* ' • J .leaders•
‘ f ' -r * ' n - r ,, , =*4 1 - ‘ t C. • V - 'The need of the Christian world determines the scope and pro-
gram of the Christian college* We have here laid down guiding
' ** r’C?, ...principles which are to determine the type of work to be offered 
In college departments of Religious Education* The emphasis 
placed upon Religious Education the communities, churches, and 
homes from which the college students come, and the strength and 
^fluence of the teachers in Religious Education and Bible, will 
determine to_qulte__a marked extent the proportionate nuinber of
.-Tin 1-*-— '“^’c j
college students who will major in the field of Religion* However.
it is taken for granted that only a reasonable number of students
. : ~ uf* '«:v ••
major in this work In schools with even the strongest depart-
menta•
I V ** ••
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5. A Prescribed College Courae £og the Reltgl6us-^Eduoa1:or~^
*1 'It
abolild serve as
' The ^oat 'important task before the Christian world of today, 
and the task for which there Is the greatest lack of trained lead- 
ers. Is In connection with the work with children and young people
r * * — VWhile foriner'ly evangelism was promoted through special periodical
- -., ♦ »i .2,
revival meetings, today it is considered that the strongest method
of evangelizing the world is through education; it is to "train
the' o^Hlld in the way that he should go." We therefore hold that
all students graduating from a Christian college should be re-
quired to take at least a yearns course introducing him to the
problems in the church, the home, and the community. This wojpk
i. *,«-<» c ^ ■“
,.s an introductory course while the other courses
in the department of Religious Education should be more speclal-
ized and technlcar. The work might begin with the-important un-
‘ ’ u.u* ^ r*/ c#*; \ X V'’" . ^
derlying Religious Educational principles, and then proceed to
show methods of carrying these out in the church, the home, and
the community. Th© educational program of the church should be
^ ** ■# • taken up'; ^ the methods of organization and gradation which are
i . Vic 3
considered most efficient; the duties of officers; the corre-
~ r' V ' j ’ ilatlon of the three forms of activity, i.e., worship, instruction,
"< ■"t" . f !* 1’ ‘expression; in short, a general survey of the churches educatlon-
al program should be worked out. This might be followsd by a1. ‘ ^ '^ .s* - ♦
study of the duties and opportunities of the home, and a study 
of possible home activities; also the relation of the home to ^
~ , 1 'fs "Sd'*-. > * V - ^
the church and the community. Kext the student might be intro-" ■ - - - - - - ‘thw ^ ’ '■.r'
duced to the various phases of a community system of religious
eatic‘^tl6n, and a study-oT the'different organizations,'together 
"with method's of-borf e^afing-thes'e" with'th© Work-of^'the IbcaU
c'hur o'hes^-and the^ho^ned-* ^’^ - ^
^Suoh %- course', btfllt "upon ’t^e- bac'kgiound'furrils-hed' by the
■courabs 'in'Bible, Church History, Philosophy, and Psychology 
suggested above, will (1) set- forth the scope and aim of Religious 
Education and give a definite view of the field; (2) show what 
the problems are and in general outline the important solutions;
i ,(5) introduce the student to the literature and provide a bibli­
ography of source material for further study; (4) furnish an 
intelligent basie for work in other courses In the department of 
Religious Education; (5) provide a basis for choice of a special 
phase of the field in which particular service may be rendered;
(6) provide an opportunity for the development of interest in re­
ligious activity and service; (7) give knowledge which will help 
in building better homes; (8) strengthen the Christian forces
of righteousness by providing college, men and women who enter the 
different walks of life with a foundation for intelligent Chris­
tian service and activity.
HO argument is needed to show that the qualities of profes­
sional leadership can not be developed by this single course any 
more than you can expect a fully trained philosopher to be devel­
oped through a single course in Introduction to Philosophy, or a 
sooiOlogist through a first course in Principles of Sociology. 
However, a thorough ye8r*s course in ReMglous Education required 
of' all students will give a start towards the development of an 
intelligent religious lay-leadership; and if the work is in
chargQ of a strong teachercreate a desire on the part of 
many students^ for further study and earnest activity In this field, 
and at the. same time lay the foundation for stronger Christian 
homes in which children may he reared with intelligent moral and 
religious guidance.
CHAPTER II
THE DEVELOPMEM OP '^LIGIOTJS ATTITUDES AND THE WILL
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a: the SIGHIPICANCE'op a SPIRIt'^OP EOVE AMD RiiHTEOtiSfiESS’. ^
IN LEADERSHIP ^ 'i
It ofteiv happens .that doo'^ines, principles, theories, for^ 
and oe.r^moniea are permit Jed- to. tf^lce, the^ .place., of the. sjplrltual 
elementg .of^love apd rlghteo^sne^s/^J^lch ,are necessarj^ parts, of 
the Chrlstls^n religion. 3?hat* which Is theoretical-and^ mechanical 
may be v,l.tallzed by an appeal to the emctlons. Emotion adds, valud 
and' Sneanlng to things., The attachment o.ne has to an object of. ^ong 
of .s^lgnlfloant associations, apd which, for another, person hns, but 
slight value,'-Is an e^^ample-faMllar..,to all* Bowne says: ”What-
“■ a* •— T
ever our theological falth*^ whatever our.«J?eligioua practices, _and 
whatever our rjeligious pedagogies, their sole .use and. value con- 
slsts In helping us to iives of loye and rlgh'^eousness .before God 
and .man; ^ This l-erthat ,fpr ,which they 03c^s.t and th§t whicji gives
k H ^
them meaning and Justification.” ^
r The following statement by Professor W^lgl© on thls^subject 
pleai'ly shews the^deflnlte place pf,emotipn J.n the Christian re- 
liglon:. "To the- right ideas and -habits of^^deoislye action add 
the ppweriof- feeling. Get the affections centered upon things 
that'are*worth while. .Enlist the heart as well as the mind.
”'The-expulsive pow§r of a new affeotfon^' is. 11 fe.Ta^ eternal 
miracle.. Mpn haye-semetlmes qpeat^oned the possibiyty of con­
version. Yet ds has been a blessed fact In thousands of Uvea. 
Peelings transform even the wprklng; of that hidden mechanism of 
association that determines one*3 thought. Many's man*s real
Bowne, B. P., The Essdnde Pf Rellglon/'-gp. 75-6'.
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maiihood dates from his wlnnlhg tho'^ iove ^a wife or fr^om the
opening to him of the heart of a child* His thoughts, his choices, 
his acts, all center about his.new devotion. Conversions are nat-
*.•*-*• ^ g,' '■ <i*
ural. They are begotten in humaij relationships as well as divine. 
Love is indeed *the gfeatest thing*irt the world*” It saves men*
"He wfto lacks fsealing, 'even were his 'will strong enough with­
out it/ lacks the highest manliness* Tfte ideal of tiie btoi6S“ is 
as untrue a“s it iS unlovely. Thdy sought to look at the’wdrld of 
things and men calmly, dispassionately and impersonally* " ^‘eeling, 
they thought, but clouds the vision and brings tiirmoil t'o the sbui. 
A man ought to 1je purely rational, his mind what Huxley called 6 
perfect 'logic maohihe,.' And so one might'we'll be, if he lived
alone, the only person in "a%orId' of’matter, Tiis only problem the' “* 
comprehension of Impersonal^To^ces, and his°“ only "aim to‘manage''' 
them. %t our'w of Id is not* s\;oh. *We'‘live*" with “other persons'.^ 
Life's real problems afe'‘social; its‘tifue values ard those' of 
personal. >elati6ndhfp. ^Eveh a Gd'd" W6'"Was' absolutely alone \fo"uld
have nothing to liye for.* Wa naed_/feellng, therefore. It is the 
link that binds man to man, the fire that warms an otherwise dead
t . .and cheerless world* Without if, one might understand things, but 
oould"h4vbr livb’ 'with and fof people.
!
"Jus as ’feeling" exists for the sake of personal reiatlonships*,
X. >» » ^ O-X X. .it is iDOgotten only in personal relationships. You caii''nof by pre­
cept or proverb teach a fe'ellng to your pupli,'"'or ^gffherat# It'’by 
dontfnand. It must be* by life with him, by giving ^otirshlf to hlm."^
\eigle, L* A., The Pupil and the Teacher86W. '
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B: the SIGHlPIC^UrCE CTP “STRENGTH ANU'^PICTMCY OP WILL^
IH LEADERSHIP
l«"The~WlH.'l OepeMent^upon Ideas' L" -•Cl'^r
Thd background of a good and efficient will lies In the 
,} ^ J" ~
rea3jn of Ideas* Intelligent aotlop la the physical result of
clear thinking* Professor James, in discussing the point that
w V *
”all consciousness Is motor,” lays -streBS upon the fact that, 
normally, thoughts are forces to action and will result in corres­
ponding acts unless opposed by stronger impulses. There is danger, 
however, of allowing one's self to drift Into the habit of being 
content wl'th mere thinking* It sometimea occurs that one substi-. 
tutes the mere thinking of good deeds for the actual doing of them* 
We also believe that many good principles and theories are so ab­
stractly taught as to leave them wholly unrelated to the practical / ....
affairs of life and powerless in the production of expressional 
activity; and hence, they are not realized In life and service.
2* The Will Dependent upon Previous Experience
The will is dependent, also, upon one’s previous experiences* 
Welgle says: ”We can not will to do anything of which we have hot 
had some previous experience. The Ideas which shape the will come 
from former aqtlons and their results, - actions which we either 
have done ourselves or have observed in others. One has a good 
and efficient will in the degree that he can do Just the right 
thing at each particular time and place; and his ability to do
the right thing depends upon his ability to think of it.........
So, after all, one's associations measure the degree of freedom
nrhlc^ his irll-1-; ^osa,eases. The man whc> chooses^ from la'Wide-range 
of alternatives is more ft>ee than he who can think cf only a few 
possible '•bhings to say or do* To develop a strong and efficient 
will, one mus'b'..begin at the foundation by widening the range of
% ^ *V
his ideas, and by making such associations (i.'e., with respect 
to the“previous experiences of one's self and others) as shall 







^Weigle‘‘, L. A., The l^pii and-the teacher, p.
kL
•i j.C '» ‘
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C: THE METHGEjS AHD ACTIVITIES TOWARD THEIR'DEVELOPMENT
4^'
It has been pointed^out that courses in.a college department 
of Religious Education may he^so planned as to supply the type of 
Intellectual t/i:'lining .needed Christian leaders of today. The
' >» ” . ' 4.» V .» • 4' iv* •: «. a •
final task of this dissertation is to determine what relation such 
courses have to courses in the department of Phllosop^. However, 
in order to avoid the danger of leading the reader to think that 
the training of the intellect la the only Important^element In 
the training for Christian leadership it has been necessary to 
digress from the main line of thought and (In a brief wa^ through 
the last two. chapters),to show that the Christian college must mln- 
later to more than the intellect; it must stimulate within the 
student the spirit of Igye and righteousness, and develop strength 
and efficiency of will. This can be aooqmpllahed through the attl-
'.f - 4 S. • ‘
tudes and the methods of teachers; and through activities of wor- 
Ship and service. ,
1. Attitudes and ’Methods of Instructors
Attitudes are contagious*. This is true in every phase of „ 
life. Peelings of ^oy, irritability, hope, depression pf spirit, 
etc., are very quickly a:^ easily oo^unicated to one's assoolates, 
so that they too are very apt to drift Into the seme moods, Re- 
llglous attitudes are nc?t less contagious. UnsympathetlQ atti-
3. " ““’'h' i. ”^C» V ^
tudes of a teacher In respect to religious beliefs and ^actipes, 
will In all probability have a life T.ong Influence upon his pupils. 
The spirit of reverence, sympathy, and devotion,rnsnifested .through
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the a Ijeachear will'doubt-leas have a *Ia¥ting Influence
godd.-W is, therefore, one-of the'important t*aste "of'a* college 
-t^a'bher to att'drd to-.tlio’se elements which' will‘stimulate-d^sfreable 
emotions and develop proper religious attitudes.4 ' '
The spirit of industry and the ijioy of service are also 
caught as Veil as -taughW The 'tiTeless energy of a -strong teacher 
4s bure Vo "demand the*" respect and admiration of students-/ and 'to 
develop a similar spirit Iri many of them.
Th"© method used in class irstruotlon is a poverful influeno'e 
for weal -or for woe. Teachers-who are critically destructive ©an’ 
Snot hope to ‘secure*" as rich' a^ development * of the religious life bs 
those whcfs© methods are.'critloal-ly-cori^trubtlve. There are-friary- 
tradltibnai beliefs and pfactloes ih-the-Christian religion which 
may be-made/the' obJeTot^of Spbi-t;' sbrca3iiT>-0aiid^ri\aicule. It is 
lamentable that-there- are teatfhers in bid? colleges- at the'pr'esent 
day'Who attempt to build up a" reputation themselves'bf being 
witty-, clever-ah'd keen', by Spoking fuh,”^ and breaking down some- 
of these ■bradltlonal things. It is t^^ub that religion needs to- 
bb -free 'from the binding influences- of* mlsthkeh'-notions and the- 
oniea';* but a 'oohstruetive-method- of teaching', and emphasis upon 
unassailable theories and principles will have an effective eman­
cipating influence and at the same time develdp- the spirit of rev­
erence and an appreciation of the saoredness of the Christian re­
ligion. Furthermore, if the main and fundamental ethical and re­
ligious principles are so emphasized as to give them particular 
prominence in the minds of students, then (according to the law 
of motor discharge) there will be a tendency for these principles
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to function norraalOyin life. The teacher, therefore, must devel­
op those attitudes and methods which will most effectively aid 
In vitalizing the subject matter with which he has to deal.
2. Activities of Worship and Service
In Part I, Chapter II, is discussed those activities in college 
circles which have a tendency to develop a definite religious atmos­
phere. These activities, if properly conducted, have a legitimate 
place in the student‘s life. The college student must constantly 
have opportunity to attend meetings of worship* Eegular devotions 
give one power to more perfectly carry out the commandment given 
by Jesus when he said: ”Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God with all 
thy heart, and with all 30\x\i and with all thy strength, and 
with all thy mind; and thy neighbor as thyself."
The Religious activities of the college and o'? the churches 
of the city provide opportunities •fei? %ervice. One learns to do 
by doing. Although the college aims particularly at the develop­
ment of the intellect, yet a full well rounded development of one's 
whole personality demands the proper development of the emotions 
and the will, as well as that of the intellect.
PART III
THE W-A SOUIQ .-PHILOSOPHY OP LIKE
TO IHTELLIGENT OHRISTIAH CHARACTER.
^ ^ 'wt-
THE REALMS OP'SCIENCE AW VALUES V ^
' Any adequate theory of i^allty 'aa^ a. whole mst Chclude v^iSes 
as w,ell as 'Causes. of“inorsility"a-nd.religion have a fun-r
ds^^ntal position-and must he regarded %s::-poss'esa:ihg an’es'sehtlal 
oontrihution t.or a .profeer view of reality. ^ . ' " '
. V i ^
1. The Attitude of Science i.r
Iho object of science is to understand- the naturaO^'erder.; the 
separate- sciences j^pncernedt with definite portions 'of the space, 
at^. tlma worlds. -EaJsh particular science^ studio a partlc'uiarf cross- 
sectinn of^the^-wholes*of realltyp.'the- study Is earided ,on;-wlth-aiP 
attitude, of dndif/erence to-.sll«valu'eh^-save^ that of trutkl it ^ * 
talces no notice of'the^ oppnsitiph^hbtii^eh-good and evil In-lts in- 
vestijation of cause and- effeot .■^^-SclehcS is^ interested' in 1:h4 uni­
versal or general; it is- interested In the individual existent ' " 
only Ir^-so farias this .aids in. proving'the general prlnciplev- 
Boyp, and girls hecomelffunlliar with the facts and methods^ of sclence 
through^courses- ln.;the.public school curriculum snd Ih oollO|e-^as 
well as thrnugh their experiendes in contact with'the ^materiai- 
world in every day life; The material world is tangible^ And ^seei^ 
very real, and^on every^hand there are maisy methods^'of testlfig the 
validity of the .facts of science^.
*
2* The Appreciation of Values
But there is also the world of values, which is often thought, 
to be separate and distinct from other phases of life's experiences.
K
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Th® haphazard-ijay .of tdavelopln^ ^a^, ,
fippraolatlon of.:va:Lues, aa-well -the .lack of- aolen^lflQ methods 
in developing Aefi3>ite. ^andards ^d testa, in thia^sphere, suggest 
to young peopleand older ^ones as. well, that the world, of values 
ia far"lea^. real,-and governed hy-exceedingly-moip. flexible le,w3_ 
than.fehe world, of spaqp and time. ^ adequate ayatem of. .instrqo- 
tlon must establish in*the student a consciousness of the definite 
reality of the world of values and the laws operative in this realm 
Values, of oourae, qan be appreciated by finite persona only as 
they are developed in a apace and time world. The world of soiehoe 
ntust come to be understood to be not a limiting force in the in­
terpretation of valuesand one who has a knowledge of the sci­
ences which are taught in our schools has an equipment that ought 
to furnish an Important element in the basis for Christian faith.
The Christian religion emphasizes values of a particular 
sort and natiore. Th® roots of the Christian religion are found 
in the Old and Hew Testament writings. In these writings appears 
the history pf. s developing people who discover, hold to, and 
emphasize certain values; thls ls the ^ortant element. The 
historical framework is merely the embodiment of these values.
The history of the Christian Church f^om the e^llest beginning 
down to the present time, is especially concerne'd with the record 
of the selection of those values which are deemed by ecclesias­
tical authorities of the successive periods most important and 
moat conducive to Individual and group perfection.
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Th© Christian Church today accepts the Bible as the embod­
iment of the principles' of the Christian faith, and it seems im- 
port&nt that the college studeht should first of all have a sys­
tematic comprehension of this body of literature. Many of the 
students who enter the denominational^ colleges have gained mor« 
or less knowledge about the Bible, but usually it has been a hit 
and miss method of study due to the lack of time devoted to Bib­
lical study, lack of properly trained teachers,'and lack of 





CHRISTIAN HISTORY AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE
- CHAPTER IJ.
tt
CHRISTIAN HISTORY Al®'‘BIEi;iC'AL lTteWtURE*"^'''' "
r' , 4 4-.*x.r
, , a: biblical HISJP.R^ AND. LITERATURE,
l^ The iTaofe of-Blblloar~KiiovTedge-Wong^ ColXeg^' P^eahjiien'
Tests op the Bible given to^ college point to a ^ ,
ve^ aeniops lack of inforination .concerning t^e gregt ^]jjLnclplps 
p/, llfe^ound there, as well as the historipal. faots„.c^onne.cted , ^ 
with-this body of literature. Biblical teachers in^oollsges,tes-
’.V X.. i ^ ^ ~ -
-tlfv to the. amazing CQnfuaion-concerning some of the most .obvious 
.facts. In,a.. certain, recitation*,!a ardent .who was reciting on ,an 
Incident in the life^ of Mpses .said: . ”.....and Jesus tpld. Moses...
u V ■. ■ J j X {#•. i- ifc •'i . ■ , W ^ \ ^ ^ ^
■Sha was. of oourse, corre.cted by the teacher who tpld^.her that It^t 1 j V.^ ■» ‘ ^ — v'V .*■
was God and not Jesus* who talked to Moses. Th®. ip struct or. sup- 
-posed that it was merely a thoughtless .srrpri but w^en this sameif - • i ■ - ^ ^ -
student with twoj or ,others stayed^ after class to^have the
point made clear, then it was discovered that it. was not., an acci-, 
dental error, in, choice^ of words but a. confusion of i<3©as j and at 
the next recitation others confessed tp the same ignorance on thia
*'/>* ‘,.^5 4 ’• Ti. J‘ *
point. Many incidents of just as serious a nature occur each year 
in college classes.' '' ’ - v , . ■
Much of the previous religious training of most students en- 
Ijerlng college was galrp.d in Sunday Schools. The o.an ^not
teach religion, and the homes.pf the present .generation, generally 
neglect, this matter because of indifference,, pressure of business, 
.and lao|c of .information upon the subject on the p^t of the parents
s' J' - ^ ~
•In many of tb© Sunday Schools the work goes on from Sunday to
(77)
T8:.
Sunday wi-tli 'a ftaif' hour ‘"lesson taught* hy a teacher who doe^^'ho^ 
know ^ow'to relate religion ^tVthe'rest of the pup^l'^s" edlTc’ation, ^ 
and* to tfonnect it 'up" with theVh-olV of life's" activityand' oft'eh- 
tirne^^tfeere is”no" orgdiiia'odnn'ecTtrdn'between‘the varidu# Tessbns^ 
taught'tt'bin week to week, ai^e^* result'^is ^hat ^the studVnt oomes to
, w- 1 1 * ’ ‘ f " PT"^feer that religion is a side I6sUb”in life'; his iiiter'est necomee 
diilrea as"‘a-result of''the* Monotony arid "superficiality‘"of tHe"'l7oi*k; 
and" the lit%lb 'general knowledge which he has "gained'he mistakes’^ 
/or ■•c'ompiete knb'wio'dge# Forbush says: ’"One"'of lihe'^inoBt real* difl 
ficultiea in the Sunday School is the fact that to the hc^'the Bi­
ble is trite. It ±S hafd to find a boy who does not Imow as fnuch 
about“'the^’Bible 4s h/'^ahts'-^0%"^ ThV .odrisequbnoe of this,'situa­
tion IV well Vtated“^ in 4r sentence written* by'Professor Welgle: 
"Colle’g/HjeaoherV^Vf'Biblioea'literature have to ‘oombdf^'a’h' inertia 
o'auSed by" the" student *h tacit' assvmiptlhn 'Vha/W hal^ no^'inuch to 
learn about the fairilliar bld^ Book." TCho strident'ooinirig 'W cdllege 
looks for' a' BoholastUo tralninHi ‘and his gelfe'raT* feelirig is that 
studiVs in religious mateo'ikl'Vill hot contribute^ nuach toward this 
ehdr so if he'is not vitally "anV exoepfc'ionally interested in re- 
ligidrPhe ^ill not* elect courses'df this nature.'
^ 2 * The Need of garefully Seleqted-Biblical: Courses,. ,
A required* yehV's course of threV hotirs' a’weW, v/lth a'''g‘o'cxa 
teacher, would make it possible to give the hbXLege student a
synoptic" vlevr of the* Bible, ‘-and cdrrec't mlsapiieheris/dns
cdhcerning the' field of religion." The" hlstd/i'dai' framewdrk‘'mVt 
be“eccurateiy'ahd^definitely"ei^hasized, 'each perid-dheing ’marked
^ For bush. The Boy Problem, p. 110,
^Welgle, I*. A., The Pupil and' The Teacher, p. 107.
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by certain outstapding^^liaraot^^.s and events; but Jhe^dominant 
and lm^9rtan;t; thln^ is,.the reqogn^t,lpn of
values found in this body of material. The college course ought 
to include opportunities for concentrated study on various impor-
V 'r\$ *
t,ant .parts of the Bible; however, such a gener.^ survey ^course .
as suggested here will give an opportunity tg properly s^ upland 
relate all previous study, and at tbe same time .fi^nisb^a basis
for fuj’ther specialized study. The .method, u^ed must-.not be. slip-
■fc ^
shopd or easy-going. The work must be thoroughly and fitaientific-
Vally carried on, so as to demand the respect and admiration of^^the 
student. Tb© academic standard must not fall short of the bes„t ^ 
epursps in.the strongest, college department;, an^ yet tbe-wa^m 
religious spirit ,m^s^ not be crowded out. ■
a course shquld be re(juired of ^^freal^n students .for ^ 
the following reasons. In the first pl40% it leaves ^t^e for 
further work in the field of religion. Jf .snob a .cour.se given*i *• ' ' “*
in the lunior or senior years, as .is the ce£l© in a jivonher pf^pol- 
leges, or even in the sophomore year, which we have fou^d tp.J3.e 
verv often true, the remaining tim© is ^too short to make the best
^ ^ t. * •'t •*
balanced program possible. In the second place, the endowed Chrla-* « ^ r ■" * c. ^ ^ • • .■* ‘ ,
tian college^ must usually depend upon upper cljaas students to^ 
assume leadership in the carr:5^ing on of prominent, sti^dpnt ,.r©lia"
lous organizations and activities* Facts show .that mco^ .colleges
W Vi •
suffer because of a lack of sufficient .material from .tp . ^
choose leaders; and in a number of colleges certain atudpnt; .3?©“ 
llglQus activities b.^ve been abandon.©^ at various times, tempo­
rarily, because'there are npt student leaders. These leaders
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are for the most part chosen from the two upper classes In 
college; and unless there Is some method found for interesting^ 
the underclassmen In*religion,- there will be an uncertain supply 
for“ -this nee's*'
A- good--teaoher will develop a love and a bad teacher a hatred 
for'ar^ subject of Utudy; and this Is no leas true of courses in 
religion than those in a‘hy other field- It exceedingly impor­
tant therefore that the professor of ffesbman Bible be a positive 
Christian character and- a master teacher* It is through the l:n- 
strbctor in freshman Bible that students must get their inspira­
tion for advanc‘ed -work in this fields and- so the teacher must be 
able to select and give -individual''attentlbn to those ^tudents 
who'-are adapted and iWllned towards'*^^clflb religious'leaderships
^ In a-oertadn college, the-head of the department of Chemistry^ 
was -the chairman of' the curriculum comnUtt'ee* After a'time he 
developed a system of requirements whibh made an’elementary full 
year two hour course part of the freshman requireirienta. He 7;aB 
an’excellent teacher, and it was vary noticeable that the number 
of students who selected Chemistry as'a major rapidly increased. 
•This'professor was not only'a very good teacher, but he'- had* thej- 
ability to tie up his subject with life; to show the advantages 
of studying Chemistry; and to make clear the opportunities of­
fered to Chemists by the- educational and- industrial world. This
* Mis the-'opportunity and task of the instructor in freshman Bible; 
and the duty’ is the mofe Important beoause-l;he 'ChrlSti^ religion 
is the reason for the existence of the Christian college*'
««
B: HISTORY OF THE OSRrSTIAH CHURCH
Ho le&3 liApd^tant is a SBoond Year Sourse, whioH shall'be* 
discussed-here, MOs'fe‘students coming into CHristlan colleges have 
at least a'hazy and fragmenta:^ knowledge of the Bible; but it is 
safe to say that they know much less aboh-t the history df the Chris­
tian church, the chief'principles emphasized,* and the specific arti­
cles of faith underlying the various denominations, - particularly 
those of the dhurohSs of-their own choice, A full year two hour 
course should be -g'iven the second year-to show the development'bf 
the "Christian reiigio'n ffbm‘the ti'me’of the apostleS to our present 
day, and to fam±llari-ze the'student with the values and principles 
which have been ^elected'-and emphasized-. "A ihowlddge of the relig- 
ious and moral values"^which' i^ere emphasized by the church fathers and 
ecclesiastical leaders’ sHbuld'be gained^ “-and‘'a &tudy of-the-out­
standing characters and events in the history of the Christian 
churoh must lead* to the dlScovefy-'bf thebe^underlying principles 
and values-. '
The rise ancL-^'development of Prb-testantiem, which-will be-‘the 
baais‘bf" the second semester's wbrk, is exoeptionally fruitful' in 
emphasizing certain reilg-ious and taoral values. -The rise and- de­
velopment of the different denominations will shpv/ the Christian' 
principles which have be'en considered -most dmportanf. It ha*3 heen 
discovered in a Humber of cases that a very igood plan'-ds to aaslgn 
special second semester papers on the varioua''‘Out3tandlng-denomina­
tions', Where'ver it is possible the stiideht should take toa^'OTO 
denomination for study, although the important denominations must 
be covered; and toward the close of the year these papers might be
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male the basis for disoussloix. iurlng several class periols,.
IMS method wo^ia^o,i7atalize in the minds of the stndents^.the,f 
fundamental principles of each denomination, and the simA.ari-
ities and differ^noea h^\7een them.
Jit 13 surelj important^ for intelligent. Ctolstian mep and ^ 
women to. have ajclear .toowleUge .of .the. s^puggles .of the. Chris­
tie church, and t^e haliefa and practpea whi.ch have 31^4 the 
test. The 'religlqus and .m^oral valnies whi.ch^ have„been. tried.^ and 
h^ave st.ood the test of the firea of criticism and opposition 
thryughout centuries of time, will mean more to the one who has 
Vnowlea.ge .of those struggles. Present day Christianity has not 
only .the herlt,age of the perf od of, time^represented by. the Old 
and Hew Testament writings, but also bears the marks of the in- 
e’stimabd'e influence of men and women who have led the Christian 
forces through all the periods of struggle and development since
that time•
One who hopes to be instrumental in assisting in the. beat 
development and progress of the Christian church must know its 
Matory. A clear and safe vision of the possibilities of the 
church is not slng)ly a matter of the imagination; it must rest 
upon experience. History always reveals possibilities and lim­
itations wMoh imagination alone does not recognize. The Chris, 
tlan world of today needs men of vision, but their feet must be 
on the ground; and nothing will so help men of vision to keep 
their feet on the ground as a thorough knowledge of the exper­




A; THE I^ALM JDE ETHICAL VALUES
There ^3 therefo're heed ef a general oonrae in moral Philos­
ophy or Kthios- to give the student a survey of the field, to 
lead -him to see'vfhat the prohleins are and how they are related, 
and partfoularly to give' guidahoe* in the oonduot of life, One 
of the questions which always arises in- the fninde of thinking 
men is: What is the highest good or final aim of life? Va’rieus 
ethical theories" have been formulated to answer this question, 
-and eabh “gives'a different definition of the highest good\ We 
-shall 3 Imply’mention" the most prominent of these theories'here.
1, The Varjoua Ethical .Theoriesv'* i. ' - iw _ - ‘
HecL6iilBin holds-that the ultimate, supreme, and hipest end 
in life is pleasure.
Paulsen desdrihes an ethichl theory which he chhosss' to
«call Energisra. This theory^is bpposed to Hedonism in that it 
seeks for'the highdSt good inVa -Specific mode of life," knd 
hot in Quhj'eotive feelings'.
Kanins' theory, Which la usually described as-Eormallsin, 
en^ihasizes the'principle of consistency and coherency; the 
’JgoOd-will’-* is a will determined by reason, and the principle
ft.of reason is the principle of oonsistenoy. Tl^s sblf^oohsistent 
principle for Kant is the- "Categorical Imperative."
HSturaiism in Ethics 'tefers to oonforfiity td hature; *the
basid of-the moral order lies in-"tho order of the universe; 
the principle of the-"survival"of'the' fittest" is fundamental; 
the *haturally seleotOd are the'chosen oJ ^God; to lni6w one^a
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5 ! ^ i ■*duty la to "'ftraap the trend of existing natural forces.*'
Perfectionism holds, in the words of Doctor Brightman,
‘ * - * r ■ , . j 'that "the full, well rounded development of one*3 best self ■
and all its capacities is the aim and end of life;'^ a perfect
life is an end in itself. WHile in the other theories mentioned
the attention is centered, respectively, upon pleasure, a mode of
life, consistency in reason, and conformity to natural forces.
Perfectionism stops at nothing short of the whole of personality.
Although any ethical theory attempts to acquaint the student-with
the moral problems of life, and to lead him to take an intelligent
attitude toward them, yet Perfectionism engages the whole person-
ality; and for this reason it is most compatible with the Ideals
of the Christian religion.
Christianity has been described by Doctor Athearn as a “re­
ligion of whole-mindedness." since it demands of its adherents 
the development and use of all the powers of the mind. The 
greatest of all commandments, says Jesus, is: "Thou shalt love 
the Lord thy God with, all thy heart, and with,all thy soul, and 
with ail thy strength, and with all thy mind; and thy neighbor a 
as thyself." The “life more abundant," therefore, is to live 
siiooessfally and victoriously in three worlds; the world of 
knowledge, the world of appreciation, and the world of conduct. 
This is nothing else than the ideal of the "full, well founded 
development" of one's whole personality; and its application to
ethics and religion is equally true.
Both ethics and "religion lie within the" re'alm of human
values. There are two main classes of values; instrumental
and Intrinsic • Inatrmnental is that which leads to something _ 
else which has value; intrinaio value is that whioh^has worth _ 
in itself* 'The highest t^e of life will he concerned with the
;yt
richest realization of the higher, that is to say, intrinaio 
vdlues. "The good life,** aays Professor Leighton, "is the life 
whioh contains great intrinsic or sitisfying values. Ethics 
deals with intrinaio values or good for selves. Ethics is thus 
the philosophy of intrinsic or immediate values*"
The literature of the Christian church includes teachings 
regarding morality* Especially do we find in the teachings pf^ 
the Old Testament prophets and of Jesus many things whioh lead 
to a recognition of the fundamental laws of conduct., , The year
course in Old and New Testament which has been outlined above^ , , , - - : " '
will en^jhasiae these Impo^rtant ^elements, but while a knowledge 
of this material is an essential basis for a systematjo stuay .. 
of Christian ethics, it does npt take the.j)laoe of a definite 
course in ethics.
' 2* The Tast of a Course in Bthios
1 s.- * ^ V
The task of a course in ethics is to attain a clear, vision^* ^
of the basis of all preference; to come to an imderstanding of.- 
what matters in the afield ,of conduct. Ethical nofleotioA 
rational insight, and ought to lead to. a opnscleus regplve. in 
the. choice of values.. Ho matter what the goal, there la always 
some best way of its attainment. If the ethical goal is the 
highest development of "one's best self," then a particular way
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of living must ta ohoseh which will moat efficiently lead to such 
an attainment. The beat philosophy of life, the moat useful way
of living, constitutes the basics of'all problems in the field
. " * ^ of ethics.
To state more concretely the value of a study‘of'ethics, 
it seems neoessairy to briefly mention the following points;
Such a study (1) attempts to establish th^ hdbleSt standards 
and highest goal of life; (2) gives a basis for a choide' of 
values; (S) leads one to see things in proper proportion and 
perspective; (4) "makes clear why one a<rt is better than another, 
and therefore gives more light for the solution of dally problems; 
f6) stimulates a more socialized'attitude towards l.ife; (6)-' 
olariffds one-^'a rational' Insight which genei^lXy‘^funo^'iona in 
oorieoious resolve; P?) fortifies one’s consoienoe; (8) ‘reveals 
the prevalent slnS=-'i and moral dahgern’^of ^ouT‘day, and*-thus’ helps 
in the choicTe of what we shall fl g^t against and* to’ what we shall 
give our alleglanoe; and (9) furnishes a goal, and the basis 
for a method for the moral education of childhood and youth*
It has been stated previously that in order to meet'the 
needs o'f the -Christian world of today the college must first of 
all deve'lQp meh and women with a sound philosophy of life; ‘find 
from whfit has* iust been said it is easy to see why a’’^caurse In 
ethics should be included as- one of the particularly important 
ootir,sea of the curriculum. * ’ , ^
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»: THE REALM OF pBLIGIOUS VALUES
y *Religion iholndes morality. Ihe ethical elements of life 
enter to a large extent into''the oonoepfion of the attributes
■* ^ V“of deity. In -tuim these moral attrlhutea are very often taught 
as religious dootrines, thus making them a 'palrt of religion it­
self. It is very evident that religion is, to qxiito a marked 
extent, Judged hy an othloal test.. Although the Ghristlan re­
ligion demands an observanoe of the highest moral standards, on 
the other hand, there are ethioal societies which give ethical a
and social teachings separate and distinct from any religious 
creed. Yet w'e must ole"arly recognize tiiat it is impossible to 
mak4 a WrcL^'and iasWlne of "distinotion between the two 'a^her'i^s 
of the tBalm of valuesV The oehters o'f moral values are *p'ersonai 
lives, and persons are 'also the centers of'Veliglous* values.
Life, h-QWever, means more to the religio'Us person than It does 
t'o' the one who 'i's merely mofai. A «
1-. Oonse-rvation .of Values
The assu-ranoo of the conservation of values is found not 
in morality but in religion, Hoff ding holds that faith in the 
conservation of values is the essential and abiding element in 
religion. Ethics is incomplete, for in ethics there is no as- 
surahce of the conservation of values. Bthlds can be dompleted 
only in and through man’s relation to the perfect Good, 1«e,, 
God, Religion has a wiler outlook than Ethics, It is necessary
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to postiilate a more distant horizon than ©tMos dnoludea in 
order that faith in the attainment of, perfection may seem reas- 
bnafcle.^ LUorj^lity then is not ahsolnte pr^final; its interests 
are temporal and Immediate. ReJ.ig;ion, on.-the ohter^h^nd,,, as - .
well as including the temporal aspects, pointa^heypncl,;, 
pletes and_transcends the ethical ideal*
Zf Rellp^ioua Attitudes
This conclusion loads to a recognition of a further dis­
tinction between morality and religion, which is found in the 
attitude or spirit of life. The two following sentences illusr- 
tjpato the distinction: "When, therefore, thoxudoea^^Ims*. sound 
not a trumpet before thee, as the hypocrites do in the synagogue 
and in the streets, that they may haye glory of men.? ?When , 
thQU pirayest, enter into thine inner chamber, and having shut the 
door pray to thy Father who is in secret, and thy Father who ^
V ^seeth in secret shall, recompense thee."^ The moral man sQeka 
the aPP^Q^el his own--judgment and th^t of his--fellows; the 
religious life adds to this tjie spirit of righteousness Jefore 
the presepoe of a holy God.
Again, there is a disti^etion in -the attitude toward the 
material concerns of ll:fe, .which is illus'^rat^d^by the following 
sentences: "Be not anxious for your life,, what ye. shall eatj or
what ye shall drink; nor for your body^, what ye^shall, put^on..
Is not the life more, than fQOd, and t^e body than raiment? Be­
hold the birds of the air.... your Heavenly Father feedeth them.
^Matt.' 6::2,6.
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Are not^you of more value than theyr*^ "But seek ye first
4 ’»ir
the Kingdom of God.... and these things shall he added unto
s ^ “ •
you."^ To the Ideal religious man the suhatanoea of the mater-
ial world are of less intrinsic value than to the merely moral
man. The religious spirit dominates, and the temporal concerns
^ ^ * *
are subordinated and at the same time glorified, by relating them 
to the divine purpose for life as a whole.
• 3. Religious Experiences
Furthermore, religion adds to life certain unique exper­
iences which will be stated in the follwolng brief form. The 
truly religious person seeks comradeship with God. What is the 
basis of comradeship with God? "God la no respeotor of persons; 
but in every nation, he that feareth Him and worketh righteous-
ness is acceptable to Him."^ Common interests and a marked de- 
, ^ r ^ = o
gree of understanding is a necessary basis for finite friend*
< A ' ' 'ship and comradeship. These elements are no leas important in
\ , ‘ * V •*friendship and comradeship with God. "If any man willeth to 
do His will, he shall know of the teaching, whether it la of 
God.*"^ This is the essence and ground of comradeship with God.
-- V •
Just as in human friendship there are tangible experiences and 
objects which keep the friendship alive, so also, churches, 
ritual, mystical" e^erienoes, etc., stimulate closer comrade- 
ship wi-6h God. Thus it is evident that comradeship with God 
is realised through communion with Him. Perfect communion de- 
mands activity on both aides; and this leads to a consideration
Matt. .6;35-36. ^Matt, 6:33.
^4 Acts 10:36 
John 7:17
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of the next points:* prayer, and worship, ^as man’s .approach^ 
to Sod; and revelation, ap God’s approach to man.
3?he real function of prayer is not to ask for, things.
«Your Father knoweth what ye have need of he.fore ye ask Hlm."^
"In praying use not vain repetitions, af the Gentiles do: jCor 
they think that they shall he heard for their muoh^speaking."? 
Jesus warned against loud praying and vain repetitions, for he 
did not ^ant praying to degenerate, into a form of mglo. Prayer
' I
cannot be understood by itself; it oan be intelligently dfls- 
eussed only when we oonneot it with Sod's general purpose for 
men; namely, that of developing spiritual phlldran into His 
image and likeness. The real, meaning of prater Is^^comion 
with God, and through this communion the finite will becomes 
related to the Infinite, ^e essence of, praye^^is the relating 
of one’s own soul to the will of,God. Thus.prayer is not an 
occasional act, but an h^^itual attidue which finds expression 
in various thoughts, feelings, and aotivi'tjies. Whatever the 
expression, the heart of the matter, is the same; namely, the 
striving of the human soul after God. i?hna praying without 
ooasing is a perfeotly normal and natural matter.
worship and prayer are closely related; the one implies 
the other. The- heart of worship is prayer. Worship is approach 
to God, an attempt to express one's self.to God in an. appropriate 
manner. Worship involves the .whole person;^ the intelleot, the 




is something different from thotight. Worship seeks aeatLain-v , >»- ''.’ir
tanoe ?rlth God; philosophy, knowledge about God, Philosophy 
speaks of Qod as Him; worship^addresses God as Thou, Worship 
engages the will; the will is the basis of aotivity, but worship 
is something different from work, ^thio^al societies set for 
themselves tasks; the attention is fooused upon the taski In 
worship the attention is directed to God^ and the task ia_only 
incidental and for the jpprpose of bringing about a realization 
of the Kingdom of God. Worship is not mere emotion, althou^ 
it engages the emotive ]^syohioal factors^ The danger^in myati- 
oism may be observed in the various religious sects which over-
jl’v "*
emphasize .this element in religion.* The d.^ger^is this',^- it
r 1 i ' - •
weakens the rational and praoitcal sides of religion, The _
j** *- i
strength of this element in a properly balanced religious 
lies in the faot that only through the spiritu^ized emotions 
can the inwardness and depth of religion be realized.
• f •
God is continually revealing Himself to man^ and this is 
what makes communion with Qod complete. Revelatioii fl® ® uniOLue
, ' s ” ....
religious fact is^most satisfactorily explained by reference to 
the imman^nqe ^theory. Sod brought the world into being.as_ an 
utterance of Hlmaalf, and eontinually sustains it^hy the .energy 
of His will. Sod, in His aotivity,,i3 oontinuousi^y present in 
nature, which is directly and constantly dependent^upon His will; 
nature is a passive instrument of God. Finite beings ^ve a 
greater degree of independence. fo_r imn^has a will of his pwn; 
and yet there la an ultimate dependence on God. In-II Peter
g?M8oooura thla phrase: "partakers of the divine nature.”^ 
is ijot pantheism; it meang rather,- response to divine influence 
and p.ommunion with God>
<5od!s deepest purpose, in the creation of is the de^ 
yelopment of spiritual children into His image and likeness; 
children who shall know_ Him and love smd. communicate with
Him, then prayer,- worship, and revelation worfc,.toward the aalva-*- 
tion of man. Salvation consists in gaining and ;maintaingng a 
filial spirit towards God; it is the ohedienoe to His v;ill, and 
involves working with Him in bringing about HiS’ kingdom.
It has been held, earlier in this discussion,, that, the high­
est, tjrpe o:f moral ^chajpaoter- invol^yes a properly ^r^lated system of 
values; that even thou^ ;we. can ha-ve an ethiO-Sl-^system separate 
and distinct from religion, yet-the Ghrdgtian ,religion Includes 
all the demands of the highest -typa.of an-ethical system. Ethics 
,alone is incomplete,^ for it does..not give assurance of the ^)on- 
servation of values; and although it. takes cognizance of a higji, 
.Soeialized, attitude towards .life, yet.lt^ does not properly sub­
ordinate the things of the materi^al world, ,nor does it stimulate 
the highest attitude, towards ultimate real.ity. Faith in the 
conservation of values, is a .fundamental postulate in religion, 
.and a proper subordination-of the material concerns pf life to 
a great divine purpose la a unique religious attitude. Ethics 
Is incomplete; completeness and- fullness of .life is found only 
in religion. (When religion is spoken of^ the, Ghrietian relig­
ion is meant; for this particular problem la concerned with
^II Peter 1:4.
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the Ohristlan college. Also, judged’ from the standpoint of a 
historical sVudy of religibna. Christianity is the greatest of- 
all ’rellgiohs, ^ahd'promises to’^remain 'sudh l^o'ause of its whole-
minded and Tiniversal appeal •)
g-aggested Courses ^6'n iReXi'gfd'u^ 7allie's "
■®he^next step is self .-evident; namel^^ thali A college 
which offers a course in ethids hut does ’not include a ayst4- 
matio and solentifiQ study of religion Is incomplete; ' for it 
does not consider all the facta of life* In a Christian col­
lege, where the aim is to promote^ ^d strengthen the Christian 
ioroes of the world,'the indifferenoe* 3uoh*a atu'dy mhana an 
omiaaion of"the most Important erem8ht''in’'ehe development of 
rational OhriatlMi^oharaoter. The fa'bts reg'arding 'the-176 
oollegea show that’while 161 aollegea of'fer at least One oou'rse 
in ethioa, only 61 offer some wor£ In' Philosophy’ of Religion, 
and 48 'in Christian fivldenoea; 89 ooll®ges offer some wOrk In 
either Philosophy of Religion or ‘chi4stiSn Evidenoea, or both; 
and while”60 colleges speoifioally state that the Philosopl^ re­
quirement shall Include at least one semester oourse’lh Ethics, 
only'one college requires' a oourae in Philosophy of Reiigioh" 
for graduation', and only 13 oollegea apeoiffoally require a 
course in Christian Evidences, fhere are 14 oollegea which 
do not offer work in Ethics, while there are'-ce" college'where 
a student could not take a course iii Philosophy of Religion or 
Clirlstlan Evidences if he wanted to.
Saored
Hteivatiire- A study of the saored literature of the Chris- 
tian ohuroh and a historioal study of its devel-. 1“ ir *opment is essential and very fundamental* But along with suohr
a study there is need for a syatematio study of the problems of
religion and its relation to life as a whole.
Philosophy She aim of a course in Philosophy of Religion is 0^
RelTgion to develop a systematic comprehension of the essen­
tial, permanent, and abiding elements in Ohrlstian- 
ity; to grasp the inner kernel and eternal truths; and to prop­
erly correlate these with the facts of the universe and the sum- 
total of lifers experiences. On the other hand, it gives a ba- 
sis for the rejection of the unessential, accidental, and the 
undesireably dogmatic' elements in religion.
•i ^
Religion is deeply rooted in the feeling and willing sides 
of man*3 nature; and yet there is the intellectual side which 
distinguishes not between the good and the bad, but between the 
true and the false, the real and the unreal. Man is drawn to 
reverence the good, but there is at the same time a yearning 
for the perfect. Life craves completeness, and only that system- j
which can approximate the sum-totall, of life*3 experiences and 
properly organize them can be satisfying^ to the thoughtful re­
ligious person. , ^ ^
Christian/- It seems necessary at^t^s^ point to interrupt,
Evidend^^
our train of thou^t for a moment to ^tate t^e 
reasons for selecting Philosophy of Religion in preference ^o^ ^ y t ^ \ ’ u. s'?
Christian Evidences. There are 48.put of the 176 colleges which 
offer soma work In Christian Evidences and 51 colleges which
•offer work in ■Pklloaophy of Hel-igion; 13 oolleges r-equire- aj: 
rea-Bt -one oourse in Christian Evidenoes^ and there is only one 
oollege which mates a Philosojihy of Eeligion requirement, It 
neems from this that there, is a divided- -opinion among the 
•schools which offer this type, of-wort a-3-tti.,the relative- im-
p'ortance of these 'aiibjeotse * *’ j
A ntunhen of times refereno.ea are made, in oplle-g^ oatalogues, 
to these cipursea; v^hich pleads us to "believe that Ohristian 
Evidences and Philosophy of Religion are terms used somewhat 
^synorayously and nore 02: leas interohangeahlyThis is done 
.too thoughtlessly, for ^there-exists quite -a ^difference of pur­
pose in these twc^ types of pp-urses. Phristian Evidences comes 
more distinctly within, the field ^Theology tha;|-within the 
field of Philosophy. The purpose .of a'^pou^ae in, Ghristl^ v . 
Evidences is to examine into the per:i^nent Christian essentials 
which underlie our religious beliefs and doctrines, and to give 
a basis for as high an. appreciation of Christianity as .is possi­
ble. Such a study is, certainly .important, apd for those who 
major in-some^ phase of the field of .rep.igion this might seem 
necessary* But a consideration of this point ia not a part of 
this present task. The task is to see what courses bearing 
directly upon the problems in fields ®f morality .end 
ligion should form the heart of the Christian college, our^iou-^ 
Iv^ no matter what field is chosen as a major, and the^ emphasip^ 
here is upon Philosophy of Religion rathe^, than Christian Eyi-
Oollege authorities constantly fear that too‘large, an. ^denoes«
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amo-ont of prescribed work robs the student of personal initia-
- ‘ ... ^ -
tfve in choice of courses, hence recommendations here include
the, least number of hours which seem reasonable.
.... ' . * - 'SYldenoes The suggestion wa^ in discussing the courses




and Church History, that emphasis upon the es-
^ . t' . *■ - '
sential principles and values of the Christian religion should 
be predominant. Such study should bring out the permanent ele- 
ments, and thus there will be developed a basis for a proper 
appreciation of the sound and vital elements in the Christian 
religion. A course in Philosophy of Religion will center at- 
tention upon the permanent Christian essentials which underlie 
the Christian religion. It will state and explicate ayatematio- 
ally the truths Christianity contains, but it will go further; 
it will seek to evaluate these principles and experiences, and
V- I *to organize them in the li^t of an organic whole; to give 
them their proper, place and function in a fully articulated 
system. It' is this latter element which a course in Christian 
Evidences does not include, and which gives a badia for pref- 
erehoe^or Philosophy of Religion to meet the particular needs 
set fo'rth in this present discussion.
Religious. 
Experienoee
Religious experiences are very important aspects 
of human life. Religion is a constant and nor- 
raal aspect of man*s history, and meets a permanent need of man's 
nature. When religious experiences are related to other spheres
* t A^, ' - T ' -of experience, and re.ligious beliefs are made to fit consistently
into a rational and imifiea.^system of the imiverse as a whole
then it will he found that religious values and doofrinea will 
have a purified'and deepened meaning. This is what Philosophy 
attempt a’to'do. 0ne writer suggests that the various soienoes 
and the Mny studies in the field of values are like separate 
musical'instruments played upon hy master artists; while phi­
losophy is the symphony produced when these instr-uments are 
played in a proper harmonious relationship. Religious doctrines
and dogmas which are out of harmony with a sound philosophy of 
life as a whole are rejected hy those who hold to an adequate 
philosPphiVal theory;” and this'purging process gives religion' 
(as was stated P'moment ago)'a'purified and diep'ehed meaning. ^ 
and insures emphasi's upon the permanent' Ohristia’P'principles. 
Deotrines “and dogmas which are" in-hhrmbniou3-4itii thb highest ^ 
principles of life and yet are held sacred simply hecause a 
traditional halo has been cast about'them are distasteful to 
'thinking people md often detrimental to Christian progress. 
Persohal-ism d£3oh3aioh"d^^he various philosophical
theories, or oven the most prominent theories 
of our own day is not within the province of this dissertation; 
but it seems wise to suggest that Personallstic Idealism (which 
ira- one of the current'philosophical theories) is perfectly coin- 
patible with the fundamental princlfies of Ghrlstiariity, and 
the‘theory whidh is most con-slstent with Perfe-dti6nls'm mentioned 
in the discussion of E'thics. TRe heart of Persofiallam is^its 
unique theory o/pPrsonailty. ‘and its conception Sf the depend­
ence of the. space, wopld upon; persona.lity. Persons alone are
realf Bowne has stated the piatte.r clearly and simply i.n the. 
following manner: "a world of persons with a Su/reme Person ath
the head.... ^Phe world of space ohjects which v/e call nature is
7(0 snhatantial existence hy itself, and still less a_ self-running
I
sy^ptem apart from intelligence, hut only the flowing expression 
and means of ooramtmioatlon of those personal helnga. It is 
througho-ut dependent, instrumental, and phenomenal.'”^ jphe ^e- 
lation of finite spirits to the Absolute Spirit is worked out
* • ^ k
on the basis of two facts. "First, we have thoughts and feelings 
and volitions which are inalienably our ov/n. ^ We also hav^ a 
measure of ,self-control, or the. pcwer of self-direction. Here, 
then, we find in our experience, a certain selfhood ajfid a relative 
independence.. This fact constitutes our personality. The, second■ ' r ‘ ‘Its
fact is that we cannot regard ourselves as self-sufficient .and 
Independent in any absolute^sense. And a further faol^ is that 
we .cannot interpret our life without admitting both of these, 
facts., and that to .deny either lands us in oontradictlpn and 
non-sense. „ How our independence means just that experienced 
limited-s.elf-ooptrol; and our dependence means^ Just that ex-
pperienced lack of self-s^fioiency.’Vi ^
Christian fhe .Christian conception of God as a father and
Conception all men as brothers, is identical with the philos- of God * .... . .
ophical, theory of the world as a saclety of per-
sons "with a Supreme Person at the head..”- Mark rea^ds. as .follows,; 
"Which is the first commandment of all? And Jesus answered, the
ipBowne. B. P.. Personalism, pp. 277-8.
pp. Eso-rr?--------
first of all oommandments is. Hear, 0 Israel; The Lord our 
God is one Lord*'’^ The material world, and in all things,
as auhordinate to God*3 will is illustrated-hy Matthew; "Swear 
not at all; neither hy heaven; for it is God^s throne; nor
i « V •!* * ^
‘■by the earth; for it ia Hla footstool; _ neither by Jeruaalem; 
for it is the oity of the great King. Neither shalt thou swear 
hy thy head, heoauae thou canst not make one hair white or
t ' i
hl^eV.^^ Again in Matthew these words appear; "....for He 
fi.e.., your Heavenly Father)i.maketh the sun to rise on the 
evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the^ 
unjust.”^ In Matthew there ia another illustration of the same 
thing with this additional point, that all things are of inferior 
importance and only instrumental to personality. "Take no
V
thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye^ shall drink; 
* ^ 2 ■* 'I'* r*
nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on. Is not the life 
more than meat, fiuad the body Ahan raiment? Bphold the fowls of 
the air; . fpr they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather in- 
to barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. ArQ^ye not 
much bettor than they? . Which of you by taking thought can. add
i
one cubit unto his stature? And why take ye thought for raiment? 
Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they toil^not 
neither do they spins and I say unto you, that even Solomon in 
all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. Wherefore, if 
God so clothe the grass of the field, which today is, and to- 
morrow la.oast into the oven, shall He not much more clothe you*
^arlc 18;28b-29. 
'Matt. 6:34-36. S'katt. 5;46.
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0 ye of little, faith? She_r.efpre^ take no tho.ught, saying, 
w^t alwll-ye. eat? or What- shall ye drj.nk? or Wherewithal 
shall '^e he clothed?- 2’or yo.iir heayenly J'ather tooweth that 
ye- have ^eed of all these, thi^nga# -But, ye^ i^rat t^e_ King—
dom of Pod, and Hia righteousness.- aM all.„'^h^se.^things. shall
1he added unto you.” - <
Freedom Personalism holds that man has a certain degree of
of Will " . * *------ - freedom of will, Ihe same thing is foji^d ap. ^through
the, scriptures, as for example;. ”..,tif y® forgive men tjieir
trespa.ssee-your heave^nly Father will also forgive you: hut if
ye forgiye not, men-th®ir tnespassea neither will >you Father foT~
gi^e'jrpun-trespaase^.”^ a?hi3 shows .manVs freedom, ^in^^a limited
gense,, yet there is -also a sense in which each finite person is
dependent up(\n a superhuman personality. iUhls-also is an element
of Personalism as was statgd above. In the passage ust quoted-
man is free to exercise his own will and yet is responsible to
the judgment of God. Man and all things as subordinate, to God's
purpose is Illustrated by Matthew:, "Till heaven apd earth pass,
.one Jot or one,tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till
all te fulfilled..'-® _
The aim. In the proceeding pages, has been to illustrate ^
V ■ T
the similarity between the main fimdamental principles of Per- 
spnalistio Idealism and those of Christianity, and^tp^indipate 
t^t a Peraonalistlo theory of Philoaop^, is thoroughly compati­
ble with Chriatignity. ^^ *
6:25rS8,' ^ ’
j^Matt < 6:14^15.
Matt.. S’18- ' ^ .
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Christianity sayaj "Bff ye perfect.” Berfeotionlsm holds
that the "full, well-rounded development of one's personality
and all its oapaoltiea" is the desired goal. Personalism holds
that personality alone Is real; all things of any value are
for the purpose of oontrihuting to the development of personality.
#»"UAture is not here for its own sake...,. If we are in a person­
al world, the final cause of nature mtist he sought in the per­
sonal and moral realm, and the final purpose is the complete 
and harmonious development of personality. 3?he attainment of 
oompletehess and peffection of character is limited by the con- 
Aifions of the time-process of this mundane world; yet the poa- 
tulate that in eternity tMs development 'may go on, brings sat- 
isfaciion to the finite and perfection loving mind. "It doth 
not yet appear what we shall be, but we....shall be like Him,"
iapd we are comforted by the fact that "the pure in heart shall 
see God."
SuTnmary In order to state definitely and concretely the im­
portance and purpose of a course in Philosophy of 
Religion, the following points may be mentioned. Such a study 
(1) emphasizes the historical importance of religion and its 
vital place in the life of man; (2) centers attention upon the 
essential elements in Christianity which make it the greatest 
of all religions; (s) gives a basis for the selection of the 
permanent and abiding elements and eternal truths of the Chris­
tian religion; (4) acts as a safeguard against pinning one's 
faith to un-essentials, and accidental elements in religion;
^owne, B. P., Personalism, p. 326
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(6) guards against utter oonfuslon in the prestos of so many- 
present day cults and beliefs; (6) frees the mind from the 
dogmatic elements which de-rvitalize Ohrlstianity; f7) reveals
God as a God of truth as well as a God of love and action;
(0) leads one to see religion in its proper relation to other 
experiences of life; (9) gives the student a working knowledge 
and a basis for faith; (1) reveals the fact that religion is 
not incon^atible with'progress in civilization, and that Chris­
tianity is adequate to meet the needs of humanity in its most 
ad-Tanoed stages; (11) frees the mind from those things which 
once aided but now hamper the Christian church; (12) frees 
Christianity from error and superstition; (13) reveals that 
much of the antagonism against Christianity orystallzea Itself 
in attacks against non-essentials and untrue beliefs; (14) 
f-urnishes a sound basis for Christian programs of worship, edu­
cation, and aotlvl-ty; (15) gives a synoptic view of life;
(16) establishes a true and noble goal, and a worthy ideal for 
developing personalities.
CHAPTER IV
THE EXISTENTIAL CONNECTIONS OE THE REALM OF VALUES
- ■■ CHAPl'ER IV
the; EXISTENtlAL- CONNECTIONS OF THE REaLU-OF VALUES
It is nece^eaxy here tq make a statement oonc^ning thq^ 
exiBtentiaJ connectiona of the realm of morar religious 
values: (1) these values belong to persons, they exist in 
human conBCioueness; and (2) they have real^lty outside the 
mlnds^ of persons,^ i,e., pbjectivity of value.
The Sub.ieotivltv of Values.
Persons, living, conscious, rational beings, are the 
bearers or subjects of value. Sorley says; »The world is the 
environment of person^ life; ideals have, to be realized by 
making it their instrument; mind must infuse itself into’the 
mass that the goodness which it ooncelyes may become actual."^ 
"It is to_be noted that it is the investigation of causes that 
has led to the ohigf generalizations of physical and natural 
science, and that it has thus tended to direct interest towards 
the universal or general rather than tow^yds the individual ^ith 
which it begins, whereas, on the other ^nd, value reside^ in 
the concrete existent: it belongs to the individual, not to the 
law or general concept."2 since persons are the bearers of 
value, and_8inoe^"the problems of philosophy all center 4n the 
questions as to the place of the self and society^in the universe 
of reality", we are led to conclude that the student in the 
field of moral and religious^values must know persons; he must 
become familiar with the conscious processes^qf the hum^ mind.
It is therefore essential that Psychology be^ade a part of the
^'Ibid!^’p*498' Values andtidea :of->God„nn 1R3-4. / -
(106)
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regulars college required work.
•The catalogue stat^pnjents jiescj:J.ptiye of the courses 
offered in different -.colleges^, and the texts named in. 
connection .with some of these statements, justify the assertion, 
by many^writ^rs on the subject, that the tendency j^Psychqlogy 
today Jin jChristian colleges at least) is pronouncedly 
behaylorist-ic. Professor .Leighton says ^’hat the..behaydorlest 
"proposes to consider only the objective .or physical side of 
behavior. The modern behaviorist admits, that the. most 
important data for Psychology are those obtained from ,the 
study of conscious thinking organisms, but he insists that 
psychology is primarily the science of human behavior. I am 
of the .oj>inion that the psyphologi&y qannot afford to neglect 
permanently any one of these, standpoints. Psychology^ as I 
understand it, has ^for its central domain the .syst^ematiq , 
investigation of the conscious and^intqlligent behavior ^of 
human individuals- To successfully carry o,n this work It cannot 
afford \o leave out of account, either the purposiye adaptation- 
functions which the mind of the Individual .performs, or the 
struc,tural an^ysls of the mental complexes, such as per­
ceptions, memories, images^ judgments, conceptions, instincts, 
emotions ^d sentiments,, into their elementary features."^
Here again it must be stated that this task le^ot the, 
discussion .of various theories or a^refutatipn -of ^y one of 
them; this would comprise a l^rge task in itself. Professor 
Buokham, in his new work which will soon be^off the pr-essj^ has 
Uhtiertaken. to show the Influence -of the new Psychology upon
4
religion and ethics, it- is.not^the purpose^here to go over 
^ Leighton, J.A., The Field of Philosophy, p.432.
lOff
this^ field. ' ' '
One point ought to he insisted upon, however, in additibn' 
to -the quotation from ProJessor- t^ighton already giVen, which 
refers to the *nded. of a psychology •'Which considers all the 
facts aXi6. not-’'only the objective 'side of human behavior. The 
additional point-is this: that thb type of* J)Bychology taught 
s]jould be a Christian psychology, and that it should'be 6f 
such a nature as to form a sound basis for a Christian 
philosophy. Psychology, of course, is not concerned with the 
nature of the soul or^even with the question of whether man is 
a soul, but,- if it is a Christian psychology, it leaves room 
for such"a ^theory. -Behaviorism in ignoring the "pufposive 
adaptation-funbatibna-whlch'the afnd of the individual per- 
fbrms" leaves nd''piade for ah ideal in a* religious ^educational 
program. Religious Education builds?its program ^tJaltnd "worthy 
ideals; it applies the plinciple Involved in the sentenob': ^“and 
I; if I be lifted up, 'Will draw ail ^men'uato me"; it Includes 
a bfiiiel‘in the "pull of an'ideal"*- A general x‘ourfee,- there­
fore, in a psychology-with a-Christian outlook,' is essentih'i to 
a'^'houfid philosophy of life and should be one-^jf'thfe'coufse'-fe 
vvh'ich form the heart-of the Christian college"durriculum. All 
of the colleges investigated offer some kind of a general 
psychology course; -but only 90 colleges require such'a course' 
for the A.B. degree,- and only 50 for the S.Br degree. '
The need of a general course in Psychology may -be put 'upon 
a pedagogical as well as a philosophical basis. Religi-^ous 
leaders must know the laws and principles of-the'psychological 
proce^'ses in order that’-they may 'be "equipped to mosb effectively
^nflu§n-ce\others. This is true of aJ-l who- hav§^ anjcthingitp.^do 
with persorial life, ,.np'matter what the age 03: _situaUoh,4ay, he; 
^anci i90§t of all, ^leafiers-in Religious Mvcatioai. m^stohayg ^ 
definite-.-and sound psychological h@-si^* .Qhiid-PBycholpgy,^ffith 
■p^ticular,efflphas,is upon the,moral aiid rejigipus Bide§ of 
human, experience, will be a part of the work in a department 
of Religious Education; and as a basiB^Jpr §ugh^'*i^dy-the
l^ws- and principles of a general course in^Psyghology mpat be 
known.
2« The Objectivity of Valnes. _ .
The second pointy as to the existential connections of 
the reg-lm of mpral and 3:eiigiQusivalues, is the objectivity, 
of valug* 7aiues^.-do not cieKely e^ist^in huMan consciouBness, 
but they, have reality .outside-the :mind».of-the psrson^jfjho, holds 
t£at -they exist. The Personalist holds.^that value .actnaB^y^^ 
achieved in personal life^hae aij objective standard*of. gopdneas, 
andi.the grounds for denying-the objectivity of moral and 
religious, yalues are equally grounds for denying the objectivity 
of knowledge.* Ideal moral and ipeldgious values, althongh never 
completely realized ip the time world, belong to re^lit^-.and a?e 
^ J^art .qf„the sum-total of reality as an existing .system*
. - ^arguments thus far have been an attempt, to show th^t
within the Christian religion there is need for men and'Women 
who have had -opportunities, through such -college Qourses as we 
have dbacribed, to stqdy the essential elements, of the Christian 
religion and the relation of those j>rinoiplas to life as-^a 
whole. Leaders .imist be developed who hay© pt.¥idiQd.^under*ithO. 
guidanpe and influenpe of ^teachers witb^^a. sQXinduCh^dsttan.
philosophy. But future le'aders in the Christian churches^'raust 
now only know the theories of the teachers under whom they have 
studied. They must be trained to think for thems^es, and, most 
important of all, to think accurately; and moreover^ they must 
know definitely what the worthwhile problem's in the realra of 
Values are. " ' ^
Some method must be provided to promote "clear thinking 
and the critical habit of mind; for one must be satisfied with
nbtliing short of the soundest and most reasonable conclusions. 
At least a general knowledge of the channels of correct think- 
ing, and the various methods for the application of the'^rules 
of cofrec^t thinking to th® actual and vital problems of exper­
ience is necessary to secure the soundest and most rational
judgments' and inferences. Bound* reasoning is important in any 
field, but ih religion it is iaost essential* Much criticism 
has been invited by Christian leaders because o'f erroneous
statements and conclusions resulting from false reasoning. In 
other words, - in order to come to the soundest conclusions in 
re'ierehce to personal experience and objective reality, the
I
principles of Xtogic must be observed. BrOfessor Leighton claims 
that there mast be "a Logic in the very substance and structure 
of reality, of which our human logic is the partial and growing 
apprehension. The validity of all humajii values and, indeed, ' 
the every day utility of thought, as well as. the ongoing of the 
social order, presuppose the reality of universale, that is! the 
Logical Structure of Reality. Logic is just the most compre­
hensive formulation of the principles and procedure by which the
hitman mind can apprehend and adjust Itself to The Logic of" 
Reality. " ^ “
^Leighton, J.A. yUe ^eld of Hiilosophy, pp.436-7.
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Our eeifest religious -leaders will have a.t leastya .general 
knowledge of ■th^^nain problem's in the realm of values, and will 
be -familiar with the main- solutions to these problems. The 
fullest appreciation of the work in Ethic-a and Philosopl^y of^ 
Religion demands such .a bacl!;:ground. .Furthermore, Iflthout the 
definitions ^and terminology which an introductory course in
3 % fc, •
Philosophy can give, the advanced work of formulating a sound 
moral and Christian philosophy will be much slower and not so 
oongplete.
In one college a three hour sophomore course, is givpn 
thro.ughout. the entire^ year, Emd is of the following nature;
During the first semester .General Psychology ^s studied. This 
is followed in the^ second semester, by Logic and Introduction to 
Philosophy. Logic covers-the first^third of the second semester 
and Introduction to Philosophy the. remaining time. The respective 
semester hours-of credit are: Psychology 3;..Lo^p-l; and Intro­
duction to Philosophy 2. ^ w.
This plan we feel would jnest the n^eds of which we,haye 
just ^spoken. First of all, PsycholOjgy^ appears at the very best 
time in the four year's schedule. Some jcollegee recommend that 
General Psychology be taken in the Junior year, and at some 
places it is planned for juniors or seniors. This is too late; 
for courses in Philosophy, Education, Social Science, Religipus 
Education, etc., can be better taught to students with a-foun^- 
tipn of General Psychology, and, of course, a number of^nourses 
in these departments Cannot be taught at all without a psycholog­
ical course as a foundation. Facts show t^t sophomores can 
successfully study Psychology, and v/hen it ia.plann^d for this
year, it^ermits more rapid advancement'in'"’t]ae following " 
semesters. In many colleges, courses are planned for’the
f* * * l5 " ^full year, and very little change of schedule 'ocellrs'at th'e
--- ‘ *■'. -.4pj "*"beginning of the second semester. The plan suggested here has
the advantage of keeping the hburs'uniform throughout the year,
and not interfering with the arrangement' of courses in other*
departments. "
Several criticisms will be directed against this plan of
the second semester's work. It will doubtless be said that ^he
. ^study of Logic requires a more mature mind ahd lohger time.
In the first place, we do not mean this to be a comprehensive 
study of Logic, and this plan need not in any way interfere 
with a development of tbe department of Philosophy along this 
line. In fact a** succe-B8ful."'teacher of this'In'troduot'ory Logic 
cours'e would naturally stimulate further intere'st,' on tlie part 
of the student, in this work. This course naturally* follows a 
course in Psychology; for a part of the course in Psychology 
deals ^with the way in which ideas exist, and Logic proceeds to*
- 4 ^show the purpose which our mental pro’cesses serve in giving us 
knowledge, and the process by which'* sound judgments and infer­
ences may be attained. There is no doubt but that an intro- 
ductory course in Logic can be’adapted to the comprehension of 
sophomore students, and during the period covered by eighteen 
class recitations, the work can be so planned as to fajuiliarize 
the students with the fundamentals of rational consistency.
V I* ^Facts show that in most of the Christian cqlleges, the imajoflty 
of students get no instruction whateoarer ,in the principles of 
Logic-, and this is a method by whicii all, .may get the, most^ 
fundamental elements.
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Introduction to Philosophy, according to this plan, com- 
prises period of study of twelve weekSj and is equivalent to 
a full _eeme8ter*8 course of two hours. This paJ^allels the 
time spent_ on such a course in a ouraber of our best colleges; 
and if the work is efficiently planned there is no reason why 
thorough work cannot be done. The course conies at such a time 
in the college curriculum as to lay the foundation for advanced 
work both in the departmeh-t of Philosophy and in the field of 
Heligion. In this course the student can come to learn what 
the main-problems and theories of Philosophy are, -and acquire 
-the definitions and terminology necessary for advanced work*
This introductory course must be adapted to the capacity of ' 
a second-year college student, and should there be need in the 
department of Philosophy for a more thorough “and comprehensive* 
study of the problems and theories discussed in this intro- 
" ductory-course, a second-course on Phifosophica-l ProbleSi's'cW 
be planned to supply-such a need. ' i*--
The plan stated above would mean^tha^' bourses in advanced 
and applied Psychology be taken in the junior and senior years.
^ Some 8Chool8_emphasize the, necessity of a full year's work of 
2 or 3 hours in Psychology for beginners in this field. In 
. Logic and Introduction to Philosophy
^ Eip 3, sij © r *8 course, in the s.ophomore year, 
of 2 hours a week, - Logic the first semester and Introduction to 
Philosophy the second.
„ Summary of .Suggested Courses Relating to the
Development of a Sound Christian Philosophycpf Life.
u The task of the Christian College as presented her§,was
found to.be the development' of Intelligent Chrlstiah Ghafhctbr
a^d Efftpient Christian Leadership. In. the sjjudent.^ a.n^dn 
tiie CJ4j*i"atl£cn wqrj,d of to-day were^ found, the g^uiding principQ^q, 
tp determine ^he courses which should form the heart of the 
QhristianColJege pyrr-icplum, and be required of all studenta 






 wu f k. «;,— Hour s.
Old JTestanent Historyand Literature ’......  3
SOPHOMORE
Church History ......... 3
General Psychology.....  3
JUNIOR (or SENIOR)
Ethics*.............. 3 or 3
Religious Education* 2 or. ’3
New Testament .Historyand Literature* 3-
Church History ........... 2
Logic (1),
Introduction to’ •Philosophy (2),...... 3
Philosophy of Religion*,2 or 3
! I - »Reli^fous Education*,.'. "2 or 3 
C* .PfqfCrahly 3 hours.)
It is bSBide the point to discuss'-in’thts Dissertafioh'the 
elements which should^ comprise a^major in Philosophy; and although 
it might contribute something to a better understanding of the 
field of Religious Education in endowed Christian Colleges of 
Liberal Arts to work out the principles which should determine the 
requirements for a major in Religious Education, yet this also 
seems unnecessary; since the work in the School of Religious 
Education of Boston University is 'intended to be a Liberal Arts 
course with Religious Education as a major, and therefore may be 
taken as a model by heads of departments of Religious Education
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in planning their work. The guiding principle/^ich should 
determine the chief courses to be offered in Christian Colleges 
of Liberal Arts appear in the discussion above, as well as the 
list of courses themselves. The field of Religious Education 
has been described, and its place in the college and its 
importance in strengthening the Christian forces of the world 
has been discussed. The close relation of courses in Philosophy 
to those in the fields of Religion arid Religious Education has 
appeared all through the previous discussion. There now remains 
the task of gathering up the important threads of thought 
relative to this subject and to state this relationship in a 
orystalized manner.
^ Religion upon a denomina-foundation in close connection with a State Universitv 
with a reciprocal method of accepting credits, is an admirable
the State school students the advantages of electing courses in Religion while pursuing their 'Liberal Arte 
or professional work at the University, At the same time it 
saves the churches the expenses connected with the teaching of nf studies. Wesley College at the Univfrsity
example of this form of an educational gficiing principles established in this Disser-
outlined here as of predominant importance in ^ 
Christian Colleges are also of very great inroortance in such an 
undergraduate school of Religion.
PAPT IV
THE REIATIOH 0¥ PHIL03GPHICA1 C0DR3BS 
TO A RBIIGI0U3 BDUGATIOH CUBEIOULUM
' CHAPTER i
^PILIGIOH SEEDS A^ PHILOSOPHICAL IHTERPRETATIOS
The Christian PHp.0 3ophy of “Life
•* ^
The Christian religion Is a way of life, and is ooncerned 
with the status and realization of hximan values in a universe
e f -
Where persons alone are real. So one will deny that the Chris­
tian religion engages the emotions and the will, hut in some
* *1
quarters it is feared that reason, - the construotlve use of the 
int.elleot, - is dangerous and tends to overthrow religion. It
i ,
is assumed that the doctrines, dogmas, beliefs and praotioes 
which have come down to us are in themselves divine and must 
he guarded against any change. Along with those who are actively 
opposed to the influence of reason in the Christian religion, 
there is an element which is indifferent to any inquiry into 
the meaning of Christianity, and'its relation to other phases 
of lifers experiences. To both these groups of people "the 
old time, religion is good enough;" but multitudes of people 
today think the old time religion is not good enough for them,
I
and they go on through life uninterested in any religious ac­
tivity simply because they do not grasp the inner meaning of 
Christianity or the organic connections of its principles 
with the whole of life.
Philosophy is particularly Interested in taking the factsI r
and experiences of life already obtained In th® realms of
r
science and values, with the purpose of e25)laining them and 
fitting them into a complete and unified system, Religion is
an important element In the history of the hnman raoe. Ghris- 
tianity la a part'ioular religion whioh has emphasized oertain 
unique values, praotioes and beliefs; and these give rise to 
speoifio problems whioh demand solution, Christianity from 
the earliest times furnishes a view of life whioh satisfies the 
spiritual and emotional needs and influences the will of man.
i ‘ *-
fhe practical and spiritual interests have predominated over,*>'*■*-
the intellect* A living religion demands a rational develop­
ment of religious prlnoiples, beliefs and customs, and the 
proper adjustment and correlation of those to the other exper- 
ienoes of life, fhe emotions and the will are influenced by 
one*s ideas. The constructive use of the active intellect 
aims to interpret, purify, deepen and harmonize all phases of 
religious experience.
Philosophy takes the conclusions of leaders working in
particular phases of science and history and examines and in-*0 «. t
terprets them from a comprehensive view-point. Religion laI-
a very important normal aspect of history and must enter into 
a final theory of the universe. An adequate theory of the 
universe, therefore, must take cognizance of the various ele­
ments in the Christian religion and consistently fit these into 
a comprehensive system of the universe as a whole.
The question, immediately arises as to how Philosophy .af­
fects Christianity. In the first place, a. phi:i.oaophioal study 
.. of Christianity must be an examination of all the elements in^ N.- 1
the Christian religion; it cannot begin by selecting particular 
experiences for .examination. The principle of rational consist*
enoy, whiah is so important in philosophy, when applied to 
these elements, will qniokly reveal the important hasio pfin- 
oiplea and at the same time eliminate those elements which are 
Incompatible, inharmonious, accidental and erroneous. In other 
words, philosophy will lend itself to the establfshmant of har­
mony, order and consistency within the precincts of conduct and 
religion, and rule out inconsistent, extraneous ahd'non-essen- 
tial elements.
^ 2. The Consistency of Christian Experiences
In the second place, philosophy will interpret the proper 
nature and meaning b!C Christianity in the civilization of bur 
own day. Unless'the spirit of Ghri'stianit^ is interpreted by 
a coTiprehensive Christian‘philosophy'to mafce clear 'the organic 
connection with life as a whole, Christianity will become more 
and raorS detached from life as time goes on and bivilizatieh 
advapoes. Religid.* must advance; and the facts-of''science 
and religion must not be thought of as unrelated one to the 
other. The world of science is sustained by the energy or 
Cod s will, and it is the same God who influences the wills of 
human beings. The God of science and the God 6f religio'n is 
the same being. The highest type o'f'Christianity does hot 
hold to a belief in a supeinatural order which occasionally 
infLuenbes the course of nature and the destiny of man, but - 
'it emphasizes the belief in h God who'-continually exercises 
*‘Hia will through nature and'through His will influences the 
wiil of man. Truth is ohe ‘truth whether in'the field of
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aoieno.e. qr rejigion, aad tHe. imlverse is one great unified pur­
posive systejn. Shis is the basio theory of .philosophy, and it 
la the ^im of philosophy to interpret all things from this eom- 
prehenslve point of view, "fhe Lord our eod Is o^e Lord."
■When an attempt is made to ieep. Chrla,tianlty sejparate a^d 
unrelated to the rest of life it ..weakens its influenoe and 
power, fhe dogmatlo spirit whioh survives under the- oloek. ef 
orthodoxy is exceedingly harmful to religion. She ^assumption, 
that beliefs and dootrinea are true merely beoause they have 
been handed down to, us i-n traditional or written form robs re­
ligion-of the developmental^jnd adjustmental aspects which are 
so nej5e3aa:iy in our rapidly progressing civiHalation.. She con­
clusions of the^ past generations must be -tested, in the light of 
present day facts. History shows that religion is no morq. hand­
ed down to us from some other world^ in final form than the laws 
of conduct or the facts of science., ,?he-ancient Egyptlana, for. 
example, were exceedingly zealous .in-holding to their orthodox 
theories regarding the saoredness of the human body;- but--should 
there,have been no- advancement in the theories of- treet-lng the. 
human body in sickness .and disease, while in- every other sphere: 
of knowledge we should have reached our pr,ea.ent stage.'of.•oividl-r 
zation, history in such a case wouj-d reveal a widening-gap An-■ 
tween the solenoe of healing and other .spheres of-.knowledge,; .’and 
the soienoe of medicine would have become a useless art. !Phe 
same; situation exists in reference to religion. It -ia- ddsireabls 
to .refer again to the •unlv.erse as, a. whole as- one great symphony;
1
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should there he a change of one tone in a great orchestra it 
would affect one*3 interpretation of the music rendered.' So 
in life the findings in one field necessarily affect the philos­
ophical interpri&fhtion' of experience; and discoveries in the 
fidld of science are sure to affedt the conclusions to a greater 
or less degree in the realm of values.
The philosophically trained mind does not fear that the 
findings of the scientists will rob him of God. The revolution­
izing influences of Copernicus, Zepler, Galileo, Newton and 
Darwin, in the field of science, wtdoh have laid the founda­
tions for the modern mechanioai view of the world, has not robbed 
us of a conception of a“*great and wonderful God; on the other 
hand, a God of such a universe" as is"now'conceived, "with its 
immutable system of laws, is more wonderful and more powerful 
than a God of a flat earth who has to fashion things and beings 
in an anthropomorphic manner, a^he developmental theory of the 
universe which so many devout Christian leaders have been fight­
ing in the fundamentalist movement is not ifacon^atible with the 
fundamental and dsmamlc principles of Christianity, and ih no 
wise limits the greatness and goodness of God.- fhose who have 
been schooled in a Christian philosophy are not troubled’'wlth a 
fear that faith in religion is weakened by the discovery of new 
facta in the field of science. Christian philosophy holds that 
the God of truth is one God, and truths in the field of science 
and in the realm of values are'hot incompatible since they are 
elements of' a unified and consistent system, ' ^ -
I
' - A-materiali&tic-plillosophy places'primary'emphasis/u^jon- . 
matter, but a Chf-isti'a'fi-philosophy considers personality as 
the substance of the'^uniy^rsa'.and at the. same time gives due 
emphasis to, -and establishes’-pfQper relationships in reference 
to," that phase of human experience known as religion. A 
Ghri*stiah philosophy,--therefor-e, hae-^a vital part in keeping "• 
religion in proper relation with ad’^ancing civilization and 
acts as a safeguard against the parstlyzing-influences-of' 
dogmatism.‘ ‘
Fanaticism is an out^owth-6f a fadical dogmatic spirit.
The fanatic closes hls*mind to- any truth save those facts which 
do not change the conolusiohs* he already holds. 'The fanatic 
has no sympathy with or understanding'bf another's-point of 
view. The religious fanatic''finds-no one 'but himself correct, 
and Heaven he feels was-mh-de fbr him-alone." -Such racLl'oaHhm 
drives people away from religion. It is to be fur.ther noted ' 
that dogmatists-of such a nature lack sympathy and understanding 
and thus they- are powerless ih' leading others to the beht 
attitude dnd'highest view of life.
■' There are -so trfaJiy cults today, such as: Theosophy^ 
Spiritualism, Christian -Science, etc., etc., and-One who is 
not grounded'in a sound'Christian-philosophy’Win be in--danger 
of-basing his -reasoning upon- fa-lee hssumptions, and thuTs-i^ven 
though his logic be correct’, hi’S conclusions will hot -fit con­
sistently into a sound theory of life.
Those Who are interested ih foreign'missions mist 'recognize 
that religious leaders in many foreign countries havs admirably 
worked put" philosophical systeltSi- and unless one la himsplf well
^rovndeji pia,ilo^ophicai;y> he can,not-hope, to.^cause a substitutic 
of a' Christian philosophy^ in place o.f the pa^an.
- ?' ‘^he. Telle V.iew of Life.
In the third place, philosophy interprets the meaning,end 
and pu^pff§e p-f- life as- a whole. A Christian philosophy will, 
emphasize, the. d.evelopment* of ^ wei;i rounded Christian character 
as the end and aim of li/e_._ This interpretation of the end and 
purpose of life furnisher a sound basis for the, choice of 
immediate values; for every experience- whiph enters^ into life 
affe.clJ.s its development, and, determines to a greater or less 
extent; the p.reoise character of this -experipnoing personality. 
The jJalnter, -for example, in. mixing his paints^^usM certain 
-combination^, to. give the parti.cular shade or. tint he .has .in 
■mlnsJ, He.,.often puts a very pmall port^icn. of black into .a 
quantity of red paint -to. produce a precise shade of red, or 
several drops of blue into a qhanhity of white paint to produce 
the- appearance of a jiurer. white. So, in life, experiences 
which in -themselves, appear very trifling and unimportant affect 
the .charaote.r of thq -individual and either lead .in the 
direction of,, or away-from, the highest goal. Xant says: "So 
act as to treat huraanitjr, whether in thine own person or in^ 
that of- .any other,, in every case as an end withal, never as 
means .only". All experiences of a consistent life are ^con­
ditioned upon the. suprnm.e end, and if a fpll well roundetf 
Christian personality be the end, then the neans to thip end 
-must be-rationally consistent and harmonious. Philosophy,, 
therefore,,, aside .frpm establishing a worthy end .in ^ife gives," 
a basis for the__selection of means to this -end. Ho thought
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or or apt which is inUar^ngnious .with a perfect .Christian
personality *as an end in i.teelf can consistently bS'-perinitted 
to. exist- in any moment ^f l^ife or allowed to become a habit.
4. The Intelligent Bas'is -"of Faith.
In the fourth place, philosophy gives an intelligent basis 
for faith. Philosophy holds an. intermediate pl-ac'e-^ between 
science and religion. Paulsen says: ?It: (i.e., philosophy) 
seeks not only to conceive the world, but also to understand’it. 
The histgy.y .of philosophy shows that its task consists simply 
in mediating between science and religion. It seeks to unite 
knowledge^ s-pd ^fal.th, and in this w-ay to restore the unity of 
the. mental life. It per/orms this, task., both for the individual 
and for society. As in the^ case, 9t the- individual, it mediates 
between^the he^d-and the heart, .so in sogiety it prevents 
science and religion from becoming entirely strange and indif­
ferent to each other, and hinders also the -mental life of'the 
people from being split up into a faith-hating science and a - 
science-hating faith or superstition."^ Dogmatism undertakes 
to found- f^ith upon knowledge. Philosophy undertakes’ to make 
clear ^the essentiaj difference between the functions of knowing 
and of believing, and to show that matters of faith cannot be 
demonstrated by the standing, as dogmatism attempts to
show, nor be overthrown by the understanding, a;6 scepticism 
tries tg show. Philosophy defines the limits of the. space -world 
and-at the aame 'time it recognizes -that there is absolute reality 
beyond _the wqrld pf sense. This on the one ,hand opens to us the 
world of phenomena-for f-ree investigation, .and on the other hand 
gives to faith the right of interpreting life and the world from
^Paulsen, F., Immanuel Kant, p 3.
the standpoint of values. -Although independence and. freedom 
is granted to both science and religion, .yet philosophy makes 
clear that these are two parts of a great universe and thus 
the unity of mental life is assured. This prevents "the 
mental life of the people from being split up..into a, faith- 
hating science and a science-hating faith". Faith is an 
essential part of every good life; there are many problems 
which cannot be solved without faith. Philosophy interprets 
the reasonableness of the faith that "lieth within us".
In a word, philosophy is not a field of thought among 
many fields investigating a particular portion of the universe, 
but it stands over and above all fields of study. It takes 
the findings in the field of science and the conclusions in 
the realm of values and attempts to organize and fit these 
into an organic, unified and consistent system. "Philosophy 
is the universal science." The relation of Philosophy to 
Religion is just this: Philosophy takes the facts in the field 
of Religion and fits them consistently into a systematic theory 
of the universe as a whole. Thus Christianity is conceived 
not as existing in a water-tight compartment with no connection 
with the everyday experiences of life, but is forced into a 
vital connection with all of life's experiences; so that the 
minutest and apparently most unimportant thought, act or 
experience is dominated by a Christian judgment and attitude. 
Furthermore, Philosophy emphasizes the inner kernel of 
Christianity and at the same time sets forth the essential, 
permanent and eternal truths which it contains. This, on the 
other h4nd, purges Christianity of unessential, accidental and
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erroneous^ conceptionej thus giving to the Christian religion 
a purified and deepened .meaning and a vital connection with 






RELIOIOUS education NEEDS’ A PHILOSOPHICAL BACKGROUND
I
^ Hrr*- _ X
'religious education needs ^ PHILOSOPHICAL FACKGROUND
<
If the -theories to the inseparable alliance between 
Religion and Religious Education and,the dep.endence of Religious 
Education upon the background-furnished by a. departinenj; of 
Religion are correat, and if It is, true that Religion needs a 
philosophioal interpretation, then it is, also true that 
Religious Education needs the background furnished by a 
department of Philosophy. There are, however, other reasons 
which furnish a, basis for the conclusion that Religious 
Education needs a philosophical background. It has been said 
-that the reli^ipue educator must_ know the child. Aside fr^m 
knowing the child's psychological processes there is need of 
a visipn of what the child may become^ r, that ^ la to say;, the 
finished product. The specific^purpose of .an earnest educator 
A® to take the child where he ^finds liim, and through the 
arrangement, of external circumstances and happenings direct 
hia development toward what is conceived as t,h© ultimate goal 
of life. The., type of onejs philosophy determines his theory 
as to the ultimate goal ,of life. The hedonist, for example, 
seys that the final aim and end of life is happiness. Th,e 
educator with a hedonistic philosophy makes his educational 
.program c.onform. to his-theory of the. ultimate goal of life.
Other philosophies demand different systems, of creation to 
conform with the various ideals whipli they emphasise.
The educator without a consistent philosophy,^has but a 
liazy ^i^id Indefinite theory as to tlje ultimate end and alm,,of
^ .. CHAPTER II
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life. Such-an educator- is like a tjertairt man who hurried into 
his--automobile, call’ing at -the same time the bflsV commdnd: ^ 
"-firive fasti Drive’'like ^the -windf « His 'chauffeur, hoi 'daring 
to question his master'-s orders, obeyed the command ancf-drove 
fast, but he drove aimlessly for there was no definite 'plaee 
to gb. “After some time had elapsed, ihe owner of the car 
paused in hie meditation to -take acdoixnt of' his whereabouts; 
he found to his surprise that he was in a strange ’country-'and 
much time had been Wasted. This is a parable of a religious 
educator with a serious deficit in philosophical knowledge and 
training. -The best thing such an educator can do is to accept 
the authority and use the methods of some one whobi he knows to 
be a good, successful teacher;- he must talk as'a scri'he, for 
he cannot talk with authority.- - -
The educator with a strong personality and an effective 
pedagogical system, but an unsound and unworthy philosophy,^ is 
exceedingly dangerous, for he will without doubt be successful 
in leading'most of his pupils to accept his own brand of 
philosophy of'life, and at the aame time he will gulcfe their 
development towards the wrong goal.- ‘He will "drive fast" but 
he will be driving in the wrong direction.
The educator with a Christian philosophy will emphasiise the 
importance of- sound moral and religious character as the " 
supreme end of life. A strong educational-program built*up'on 
the- background of a personalistic philosophy will tend to ‘cause 
immature individuals to develop towards the' ideal of a well 
r'ounded Christian character and help them to 'be-come spiritual 
chi-lilren in the image and likeness -of God. There 'is here more
than~-tii6 . dtfei.ve"'fa8t'' to this is-added^^a d^^'inite
desirable goal-* The hedonist emphasi^^s happiness which (in 
the sense t^t- he uses the. tefm) must be interpreted as some- 
what^ synonymous with pleasure;,as the end and aim of IJfe^
■The personalist holds that happiness,!— in the -sensp of being 
more closely akin to satisfaction^ thgin pleasure^. is a by­
product' and a" natural result pf sound Jphrl-stlen character..
A sound-‘Christian, philosophy gives^ npt only d.esirable 
goal*but a basis for the choice of desirable means of its 
attainment. The development of well rounded Christian 
character means the development of all the noble capacities 
of the individual. The selection of those capacities which 
are noble from those which are ignoble demands a philosophical 
interpretation of life. It must also be noted that exper­
iences, in any walk of life, which are consistent with the 
highest conception of perfect Christian personality must be 
considered desirable, and those experiences which are incon­
sistent with such an ideal must be considered undesirable.
A proper system of education with a sound philosophical outlook 
will be so planned as to secure a large number of desirable 
experiences as means in promoting the surest and most rapid: 
development towards perfection. Definite religious experiences, 
of course, will be properly interwoven with the s\im-total of 
human experience, and all of life will be permeated with the 
Christian spirit. The religious educator of today faces the 
same universe about which there is much scientific, psychological 
and philosophical thinking: his students live in a world of 
many aj^parent incongruities and their questions must be
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intelligently answered. This demands comprehensive knowledge 
as well as a system of pedagogy; a consistdat eind worthy view 
of life as well as a completely worked out theory of inettuction; 
a sound Christian philosophy of life as well as a familiarity 
with the principles and methods of Religious Education. Students 
must be taught to face the problems of life fearlessly and to 
think them through consistently. It is ife^Jbrtant that every ' 






Th.0 subject of this dissertation is "The Relation of
Philosophy and Religious Eduoatlon in Endowed Christian Col-
1
leges of Liberal Arts,” and the questions at the outset of 
this Inquiry were; first, whether there is at present any 
clearly defined relationship between these two college de^ 
partmenta; and second, from the very nature of these fields 
of study, what should the recognized relationship be? It 
was discovered in answer to the first question, that there 
is at present no systematic method of correlating Philosophy 
and Reli^ous Education in under-graduate Christian Colleges 
of Liberal Arts, and very little attempt to co-ordinate
- *■ -j
courses in Philosophy with those in the field of Religion.
The second question was considered in order to attain a clear 
tmderstanding of these departments and to show the ideal place 
and the importance of courses^in each of these fields, and 
thus secure an adequate working basis in determining the prop­
er relationship which should be recognized as existing between 
them in a Christian College ourriotaum of Biberal Arts, The 
discussion has entailed a consideration of some matters which 
were perhaps of secondary importance to the subject, and yet 
all that has been said seems essential to a clear understand- 
ing of this problem.
(133)
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PART.ij THE PRB3E1JI OHRigTIAK COLLEGE SITUATJOH
It -was ahovm that the uniqu© purpose and aim of the found­
ers. promoters and supporters of Christian Colleges is to pre­
pare students in ohalraoter, oapaeitj?:’and desire “to take inqport- 
ant places''Within the Christian foxoes for rjightequsness no 
matter what field of aotlvity is chosen as a vocation. The 
present methods eii5)loyed for such training v/ere analyzed and 
the two outstanding methods were found to he the creation of 
a positive rell^ous atmosphere and the arrangement of specific 
curriculum courses.
' . itThe .elements and agencies which are spoken of in Christian 
College literature as producing a wholesome Christian atraos- 
phere were carefully studied. These forces are active and the 
results are desireable. Nevertheless, the religious atmosphere 
in Christian Colleges may he very admirably parallelled by that 
of State institutions, and the unique opportunities of Chris­
tian Colleges must be found in something other than religious
***** “
atmosphere.
The unique opportunity of Christian Colleges -lies in the
fact that the curricula of these schools can and is expected
to include that important element in human experience known
as religion. The standard of judgment as to whether these
colleges live up to their opportunities is dete’rmined by com-* »
pariiog the present curricula situation with the need of the 
Christian world, which is; men and women who are intelligent
Chrlatlan oharaotfera and af the aaifle time in poaaaaaion'or
the .-meat fundamental elementa of effioient Chriatian leader- 
ship.
PART II: THE REhATIOH OH .OERTAIH PSYOHOIOGICAI 
CHARACTERISTICS TO EERICIEIIT .OHRISTIAM MADERSHIP
The importanoe of Religioua Education in oollegea is ' 
not generally underatood, and in most oaaea where work in 
this field la offered there ia not a sufficiently definite 
understanding- of the scope and aim of the work or the rela- 
1:ion if-should "have to other fields of study. With few ex­
ceptions this departmenf appears to he tacked on in order to 
haV§ the college abreast with the present tendenoiea and one 
has the feeling that the wo^-k in Religious Education does not 
fit organically into the curriculum as a whole.
Courses which may he technically included in a college 
departinent of Religioua Education aim to give a knowledge 
of and to develop skill in'uaing i:ha moat efficient methods, 
agencies and materials which heat serve in securing the prop­
er- moral and religioua development of all ages, eapeclally 
the periods from earliest childhood to the end of adolescence. 
In other words, college work in Rellglou Education'alms to 
develop facility in arranging external happenings ao that 
children and young people may with economy of energy cLevelop 
in the direction of the moat perfect Christian personalities.
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^long with the knowledge and skill which may .he developed 
hy ooursea in a College department of Religious Eduoation,. any 
leader must have desireahle religious attitudes and possess the 
desire and ability for seryioe^ It was not within the province 
of this dissertation to disougs either the emotions or the will, 
and yet it seemed necessary to specifically state that the, ,de- 
velopinent of the intellect alone c^n.not produce,the most desire­
ahle type of religious leaders- The elements and habits of de­
votion and service must he developed all through childhood and 
youth; the college must build upon this foundation and create 
oppprtunijfciea jfor ^aptivities of worship and service. The best 
typ^ of Ghristiai; leadership, rests u^on the^ harmonious develop­
ment of the intellect, the ematipns and the will,
PART III: THE RELiTIotf OP A SOITO PHILOSOPHY OP^ LIPS 
TO IHTEiLIGskT CHRisTIAH ^CHARACTER
Gruiding principles were established, which may serve .as 
a standard in providing the best, minimum number of courses for 
the development of a sound philosophy of life, and the scope 
and ^Im of each of these courses was defined, Guiding princi­
ples which may serve as a standard for the establishment of 
courses which, may give knowledge and skill in dealing with the 
problems of the moral and religious edupation. qf childhood 
and youth were specifically worked out in Part ,11, Chapter I,
If these guiding principles are sound, and if the best choice 
of courses applying these principles .are those whlph, it has
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■been said, should 'form the heart of the Christian College “our-
- " I ‘ t A > 't "rioulum, then it follows that the Christian Colleges are n'bt
It. ' I ' - ’ - ‘
living up to their highest opportunities! Por, all hut 16 of *
<-,* t.- t
the 176 Christian Colleges ineliided In this' survey would have
4 *to add at least one important course, and in most oases more, 
to the work already offered in order to he able to pht'tlfe the- 
ory whioh, has been worked'"out above, into operation*’' ‘
.PART 17; THE-RELATION OP PHILOSOPHICAI. COURSES
•i
TO A EELieiOUS EBUCATIOH CmRICUItM ^
A very close relationship exists between the fields of Re-
..... rligion and Religious Eduoaiion; in laot, a religious educator 
who has not a definit“e foundation of religious knowledge*'and
* ‘'•a*'* 5 i ’ '■ » -
Vital religious ez^jerienoes oa^n not ^hope t'o succeed, Religious
%*• l rEducation is primarily interested' in developing the highest pos­
sible type, of Christian personalitiesf the materials used'^are 
adapted to this purpose, and the sub^Jeots of study afe mainly 
chosen from the realms of morality and religion. Thus, 'theT ••
very nature of the case forces an inseparable alliance between' 
the college departments of Religion and Religious Edud^tion and 
demands that courses in the field of Religious Education be=built 
upon the background furnished by the department of Religion'.
Courses in the field of Relfg'ion deal with the literature, 
beliefs, doctrines, practices, history and opportunities of the 
Christian religion, and very often therb 'is Included'a study of 
other religions in order that the* place of the Christian relig­
ion in the present age may be better understood.
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Philoaophy is an attempt to give a rational ij^terpreta— 
tion of eagjerienoe, to see the inter-relationships and to at­
tain a synoptic view of all the facts and eacperiencea of life, 
and to come to an understanding of the meaning of life as a 
whole*
Although there is some interest manifest in Ethics, and 
more or leas effort to correlate this subject with departments 
of Religion and Religious Education, yet other iinportant courses 
in the department of Philosophy are greatly neglected, and with 
few exceptions the importance of correlating them with work in 
the fields of Religion and Rellgloua Education is not stressed.
It has been maintained that the world of today needs men 
and women who are intelligent Christian oharaeters and efficient 
Christian leaders. !Fhe qualifications of efficient Christian 
leadership are not developed independently but rest upon the 
baokgroxmd of an intelligent Christian character. College 
courses in the departments of Religion and Philosophy, it has 
been noted, are important In assisting in the development of 
intelligent Christian character, while course in Religious Ed­
ucation are particularly planned to give technical training 
In the development of the type of leadership moat needed by 
the Christian Churches of today. This is to say that courses
In Religious Education must not only be built upon definite 
knowledge developed in a department of Religion but also, 
that Religious Education needs the background of training 
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